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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Transfer reactions are regarded as the most diagnostic probes for investigating cluste 
sub-structures of nuclei. In standard reaction theories, the information that can b 
obtained about these sub-structures is contained in the corresponding overlap func 
tions that enter the calculations. These functions, discussed in chapter 2, can b 
calculated from model wave functions of the involved nuclei. Provided the reactioi 
mechanisms are well understood and formulated in computable form, comparison be 
tween calculations and experimental transfer data - mainly differential cross section 
- then provides indirect tests of the nuclear models. 

The standard reaction theories will be outlined in chapter 2. In a nut-shell, th 
concern of these theories is to solve a truncated set of coupled reaction equations b 
various order. The reduction to computable form involves an approximate reductioi 
of the nuclear many-body problem, and what is finally computed is actually a modele< 
process. The nuclear structure information extracted in terms of overlaps is therefor 
ambiguous. It must be interpreted in the light of a theoretical evaluation of th 
reaction model, and such evaluations are partly subjective. The only objective wa; 
to reduce the ambiguities is to increase the amount of experimental data. Since th 
reaction models and their inherent uncertainties are not static, data obtained at man; 
different bombarding energies are desirable. 

For halo nuclei, informative transfer data over a broad energy range will be ver 
hard to obtain. The study of halo transfer reactions will be confined to rather Ioa 
energies. At higher energies the various break-up mechanisms will dominate, and th 
relatively few transfer data will be concentrated at small scattering angles. Analyze 
of such transfer data will not be very conclusive with regard to the nuclear model wav 
functions. Since halo nuclei enter the experiments as secondary beams, the limited 
amount of currently available data is also of limited quality. In addition, low energie 
imply the complications of competing reaction mechanisms. Thus, the study of hal 
transfer reactions may not be prosperous with regard to structure information. O: 
the other hand, reaction modeling is an interesting field in its own right, and, bein 
weakly bound Borromean systems, halo nuclei possess distinct features as reactio: 
partners. These aspects are discussed in chapter 3, where the developed reactio: 
models and numerical results are presented. Concerning the value of the structur 
information extracted from halo transfer reactions, little can be concluded befor 
careful theoretical investigations of the existing data are done. 

This thesis is concerned with the reactions p(6He, 5He)d, p(6He, a)t and p(6He, t)a 
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where the latter two are exchange copies of each other, and thus not distinguished 
by the detectors. There are several reasons for this choice. These reactions have the 
potential to probe the most important sub-cluster structures of 6He, the benchmark 
halo nucleus. The limited amount and quality of the p(6He, a)t (p(6He, t)a) data 
may to some extent be compensated for by a comparative study of the analogous 
6Li(p, r ) a (6Li(p, a ) r ) reaction, where a more complete data set is taken at the same 
center of mass energy. Nucleon induced transfer reactions are also ideal in the sense 
that complete antisymmetrization can - in principle - be carried out within the frames 
of standard reaction theory, as will be shown in chapter 2. The main reason for 
devoting the thesis work to these reactions is however that nobody has yet achieved 
a satisfactory reproduction of the experimental data, obtained with 6He beams of 
151 MeV laboratory energy, by means of the methods of standard reaction theory. It 
is therefore necessary to find out whether these shortcomings originate mainly from 
complicated reaction mechanisms or from inadequacies of the applied nuclear models. 
The answers to these questions will presumably be helpful for further theoretical and 
experimental studies of halo transfer reactions. 

In chapter 4 the conclusions are drawn, and publishable results of this work are 
collected in chapter 5. 
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Chapter 2 

Theoretical and computational 
framework 

2.1 The methods of standard reaction theory 

2.1.1 Basic reaction formulas 

In this subsection most of the terminology and notational conventions used through 
out the text are introduced by quoting the basic results of formal reaction theory 
The present form is unsymmetric in the sense that the colliding nuclei, which cai 
be called a and A, are represented by internally antisymmetrized many-body states 
but the nucleons in a are not antisymmetrized with respect to those in A. In othe 
words, the nucleons constituting a are treated as distinguishable from those consti 
tuting A. It is most convenient to start the discussion at this point, and work ou 
the consequences of antisymmetrization between the colliding nuclei at a later stage 

A general process amenable to standard reaction theory can be denoted as 

a + A—>b + B (2.1 

where b and B can be any two nuclei, as long as their combined numbers of neutron 
and protons are the same as those of a + A. This restriction follows because thi 
theory to be outlined is based on non-relativistic quantum mechanics. We can als< 
restrict the discussion to the case where all the involved nuclei are either in bound o 
reasonably localized resonant states. The description of break-up states is a subfiek 
on its own, not an issue for the transfer reactions to be analyzed in this work. 

The total system at a + A = b+B nucleons is governed by the Hamiltonian H, anc 
is in addition subjected to the boundary conditions imposed by the experimentalist 
The main boundary conditions are that the system is separated into a and A befori 
the collision, and that they are given an initial relative momentum. As they approacl 
each other, the many-body interaction may cause the total system to enter new state; 
of separations and excitations. These different outcomes are referred to as channels 
In (2.1), a + A is the entrance channel and b + B is the exit channel. It is customan 
to denote a particular partition with a single channel index, like a and /3 for a + / 
and b + B, respectively. If b, B or both are in excited states, this is usually indicatec 
by replacing j3 with (3' or /3*. 
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With these boundary conditions and notational conventions, the total stationary 
scattering state can be denoted as where the indexing is to point out 
the distinct role of the entrance channel. The sign means that the asymptotic 
boundary condition of purely outgoing scattered waves is satisfied by all channels 
having asymptotic overlap with |v|>i+^(kQ)). All the following derivations will be 
carried out in the center of mass frame, and kQ is the initial relative momentum 
between a and A, which serves as an axis of reference in space. In the center of mass 
frame, the Hamiltonian H can be written as 

H = Ha + Ta + Va = Hp + Tf} + VfS (2.2) 

where T and V are respectively relative kinetic energy and mutual interaction in the 
channels. Ha = Ha + HA and Hp = Hb + HB are the Hamiltonians of the internal nu-
clear states. These are represented by the products of the internally antisymmetrized 
nuclear states: 

|$Q) = |$ a) | * A ) , (2.3) 

= (2.4) 

so that 

H a \$a) = ea|$a>, (2.5) 
HP\*P) = ep\$p) (2.6) 

where ea is the sum of the internal energies of a and A, and ep is the sum of the 
internal energies of b and B. The excess kinetic energy in the exit channel, called the 
Q-value, is then given by 

Q = ea- ep. (2.7) 

For p(6He, a)t (p(6Ee,t)a) this value is large, (7.507 MeV), and it will turn out in 
chapter 3 that this complicates the modeling of this reaction. 

An explicit expression for the total scattering state can now be derived: 

l * l + ) ( k Q ) > - | $ a , k a ) + 1 . V ^ W C k a ) ) ( 2 . 8 ) 
Ej — ria — l a + i£ 

where the imaginary infinitesimal ie is added in the denominators to assure asymptot-
ically outgoing scattered waves in all channels. The first line, which is the Lippmann-
Schwinger equation [1], is obtained by adding the homogeneous solution of 

( . E - H a - TQ) | tf a(k a)) = K ^ a ( k a ) ) . (2.10) 

This is done to satisfy the boundary condition of incoming plane waves in the entrance 
channel. Passage to the second line is obtained by iterations. 

The wave function of relative motion in the exit channel is given by the projection 

d + \ K , r p ) = ( v p , < S > p \ ¥ a
+ \ k a ) ) . ( 2 . 1 1 ) 
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In the asymptotic region the Coulomb field is screened and the scattered waves ar 
spherical; 

pikprp 

+ (2 .12 

where / ^ ( k a , r^) is the scattering amplitude and r^ = is the unit vector c 
the relative coordinate in the exit channel. The asymptotic relative momentum kg i 
parallel to this unit vector. The Kronecker delta 8pa multiplying the incident plan 
wave cannot be kept for smaller radii, where the the projection (rg, ka) wi 
be non-vanishing if ^ is a transfer channel. 

From (2.12) the incident and scattered currents are readily deduced; 

j inc = v a (2.13 

and 

i.c = \\Ua(Kl,h)\2Vp (2 .14 
rp 

where vQ and \ p are the relative velocities in the respective channels. The flu 
through the solid angle element 

dnp = d(efi,<p0), (2 .15 

where 

cos Op = ip • k 0 ' (2.If; 

and ipp is the azimuth angle, is then 

\\f^a(K,rp)\2vpr2pdQp (2.17 
rP 

and the differential cross section, which is defined as this quantity divided by th 
solid angle and the incident flux, reads 

I f = vAMK,t„)\2. (2.1S 
a\ Lp va 

An expression for fpa is needed to complete the summary of basic results. Pre 
jecting ( r ^ , ^ ! from left on 

(E — Hp - 7» |*W(k a )> = Vp\¥a
+HK)) (2.18 

gives the outgoing scattered wave 

e j + ) ( k a , r ^ ) = I dr'p (vp Æ * - + i e r ^ (r'p^pVp\¥Q^ (ka)) (2 .20 

where 

h2kl 
Ep = — E — ep ( 2 .21 

z^p 
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is the asymptotic kinetic energy in the exit channel and 

W = (2.22) 
rrib + m B 

is the reduced mass. The matrix element 

1 / 
2 S V ' Ep-Tp + ie kl + V'J + ie 

r ' ) (2.23) 

is given by the outgoing free particle Green's function 

satisfying 

(kl + V ^ G f ø W ^ ) = «(r , - *'„). (2.25) 

Inserted into (2.20) this gives 

4+)(kQ, r,) = J (2.26) 

Expanding G ^ around r'g — for asymptotic values of rp gives 

(2.27) 

where kp = kpTp, as mentioned in the explanation of expression (2.12). The asymp-
totic form of (2.20) is thus 

^ > ( k „ r „ ) ^ _ J t < k „ W | e > ( k a ) ) ^ 2 (2.28) H 2ixn rp 

and comparison with (2.12) gives the scattering amplitude 

//»«(ka.f/0 = - ^ ( k p , ^ \ V p \ ¥ a
+ \ k a ) ) . (2.29) 

However, usually only the T-matrix element1 

Tpa(kp,ka) = (kp,^pjVpl^(ka)) (2.30) 

is referred to as the scattering amplitude. This custom will be followed in the remain-
ing text. In terms of Tpa the differential cross section (2.18) reads 

^ = ' (2.3!) 

1 I n t h e 5 - m a t r i x t h e o r y Tpa a p p e a r as t h e m a t r i x e lement coupl ing two channe ls a a n d ft on t h e 

s a m e energy- a n d m o m e n t u m shell. 
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The scattering amplitude (2.30) can be rewritten in several ways. A form suitabl 
for introducing approximations is 

r ^ . k * ) = (k ' p \u a \x^(K))Sp a + ( x P t ø Q ø l V p - U p \ ¥ a
+ \ K ) ) (2.32 

where the apostrophe attached to kø is to distinguish its direction from that of th 
incident momentum in the case that /3 = a. This amplitude is the result of the Gel] 
Mann-Goldberger [2] transformation shown in Appendix 1. Ua and Up are arbitrar; 
potentials acting on the relative coordinates and 

= + R _ • , • ! . g j + fe)lM (2.33 

and 

+ (2.34 

are the outgoing and incoming distorted waves, respectively. The identity of (2.30 
and (2.32) is seen for Up = Ua = 0. 

2.1.2 The Method of Coupled Reaction Channels (CRC) 

The essence of this method, hereafter referred to as CRC, is to replace the very com 
plicated stationary scattering state |\Pa+^(ka)) with a truncated state giving outgoin 
scattered waves only in a tractable number of open channels. The price paid for thi 
is that the original Hamiltonian is replaced with an effective one, accounting for th 
influence of the excluded channels. It is probably unnecessary to point out that th 
presence of couplings between the different reaction channels is not a consequence c 
the truncation, as the name of the method may suggest. What is achieved by th 
truncation is to limit the amount of couplings in the calculation to a finite numbei 
The name reflects the distinction from another method to be discussed, the Distortei 
Waves Born Approximation (DWBA). This method is only concerned with direct ap 
proximation of the scattering amplitude and solves no coupled equations at all. CR( 
and DWBA are the methods of standard reaction theory. 

Formal derivation of the CRC equations 

Truncation of the scattering problem is achieved by Feshbach's projection operato 
formalism [3]. The total scattering state is divided into two orthogonal parts 

K+>(kQ)> = P\¥+\ka)) + Q\^(ka)) (2.35 

where P projects out the included channels and Q the excluded channels. Thus, 

ka)> = ($7 |* i+ )(k.)> (2.36 

must be satisfied for any included channel 7. To be a projection operator, P mus 
satisfy 

P2 = P. (2.37 
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Then it follows that Q = 1 - P satisfies Q2 = Q as well as QP = 0 = PQ. The 
truncated Hilbert space spanned by the included channels is called the model space. 
For elastic and inelastic scattering the projection operators are quite simple; 

P=\$a)($a\ (2-38) 

and 

P = \ $ a ) ( $ a \ + Y l l$a'><<M, (2-39) 
a'^a 

respectively. Here denotes an arbitrarily restricted sum. For transfer reactions 
the included channels are non-orthogonal, and the projection operators are therefore 
far more complicated. For completeness, the operator that projects out two non-
orthogonal channels is given in Appendix 2. 

Operating with P and Q on 

( E - H ) |^+ )(k«)> = 0 (2.40) 

gives the connection 

Q I * « + , ( k J > = E-QHQ + t e Q H P ^ ° » ( 2 ' 4 1 ) 

between the excluded and included parts of |\f4~^(ka)). As in (2.8) the imaginary 
infinitesimal in the denominator assures outgoing scattered waves in the excluded 
channels. Inserting (2.41) in (2.40) and projecting from left with P gives the following 
equation 

(E - PHP - PXQE_Q
l
HQ + tQHP) m<+ , (k«)> = o (2.42) 

for the truncated scattering state 
The equations for a two-channel CRC calculation of a transfer process a —> (3 

can now be derived. In this case 

P\*{«+)(K)) = |*auW(ka)> + I ^ U ^ ( k a ) ) (2.43) 

where P is given in the appendix. The states |«a+^(kQ)) and |ujg+^(kø)) are different 

from the respective channel states of relative motion, |^i+^(kQ)) and |^+^(kQ)). This 
follows from the non-orthogonality and the requirement (2.36): 

& + ) 0 O > = <Sa |P|*M(k«)> 

= |uW(ka)) + ( $ Q | ^ ^ + ) ( k « ) ) , (2.44) 

l4+)(ka)> = (<2v|P|*W(ka)) 
= |^+ )(kQ)) + ( ^ | $ Q uW(k Q ) ) . (2.45) 

However, since 

r Q , $ a | ^ 4 + ) ( k a ) ) - ^ ^ 0 , (2.46) 
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(2.47 

rQ) and u^+'(kQ, r^) give the correct asymptotically scattered waves. A possi 
ble procedure is therefore to solve the equations for Ua+^(ka,rQ) and u ^ ( k Q , r g ) an< 
then pick off the elastic scattering and transfer amplitudes faa(ka, r a ) and fpa(ka, rg 
from the spherical waves of the asymptotic solutions. 

Left-projecting ($ a | and on (2.42) gives the two coupled equations 

(Ea-Ta-Ua) k+)(ka> 

and 

( E e - T f - U p ) l4+'(k«) 

where the diagonal matrix elements of the effective interaction 

ua = {$a\Va + Va„ , . Va\$a), (2.50 
rL — l^il LJ + l£ 

are referred to as optical potentials. The identity 

1 / 1 
E - QHQ + ie 

where CPV denotes the Cauchy principal value, is valid inside the matrix element 
of the effective interaction, which can thereby by separated into real and imaginar 
terms. For the diagonal elements, the optical potentials, (2.52) leads to the dispersio: 
relation 

3U,(E) = + (2.53 
^ b — h a 

lCPVHj 9 E-En 

where are the discrete solutions of 

(E-QHQ)\<f>) = 0 (2.54 

and 

ZUy(E) = - i r ^ M ^ m i U E W ^ ) (2.55 
i 
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where \(f>q(E)) belongs to the continuous set of solutions of (2.54). It is seen that 
E) is negatively definite, so this term of the optical potential accounts for the 

flux absorbed by the excluded channels. It is also seen that both terms of the optical 
potential are non-local, which means that 

( r 7 | W > W ( k 7 ) ) = y"( ir '7W7(r7 , r '7)4+ )(k7 , r '7) . (2.56) 

However, only local optical potentials are used in the CRC calculations, due to re-
strictions of the codes. The consequences of this are discussed in section 2.1.5. 

As in (2.2), the original Hamiltonian H appearing in the right-hand sides of the 
coupled equations (2.48) and (2.49) can be written out in terms of either one of 
the partitions. This gives two possible forms of both equations, called PRIOR and 
POST. The PRIOR forms are 

{ E a - T a - U a ) \ u £ \ k a ) 

= ( $ a | V a 7 / 0 i i - ^ | $ , 4 + ) ( k Q ) ) (2.57) 

+ ( ^ p ) ( T p + U p - E p ) \ u {
0

+ \ k a ) ) 

and 

{ E 0 - T p - U p ) \ u ^ \ k a ) 

= (^\V£a
RIOR-Ua\<S>au^(ka)) (2.58) 

+ ($0\$a)(Ta+Ua- Ea)\ui+\ka)) 

where 

and 

I f f ™ - W E _ Q % + isV" ( 2" 6 0 ) 

The equations are now written with the optical potentials Up and Ua added and 
subtracted on the left-hand sides. This form is a heritage from times of more limited 
computing resources. If the coupling between the two channels is weak, we have 

( £ Q - T a - Z 4 ) | u « ( k Q > ~ 0 (2.61) 

and 

( E p - T p - U p ) \ u { + \ k a ) ~ 0 (2.62) 

and the second terms of the right-hand sides, called the non-orthogonality correction 
terms, can be ignored. In general it will not be apparent to which extent these 
approximations are justified; if (2.61) and (2.62) were identities, the reaction would 
not occur. 
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The next approximation in early transfer calculations is the assumption that th 
optical potentials largely cancel the troublesome parts of the PRIOR interactions i: 
the kernel operations 

and 

( r / ^ W 
PRIOR Ua\$au£\ka)). 

(2.63 

(2.64 

This is a necessary step in the so-called zero-range approximation which circumvent 
integration over the second channel coordinate in (2.63) and (2.64). The final nu 
merical results of this work will not be based on these approximations. With moder: 
CRC computer codes it is still necessary to introduce approximations, as will be dis 
cussed in the next subsection, but these approximations are less severe. The practic 
of adding and subtracting the optical potentials on the right-hand sides will howeve 
be followed. This gives a connection between CRC and DWBA, and the compute 
codes are designed to solve the equations in this form. 

The POST forms are 

and 

(Ea-Ta-Ua)\u(
a

+\ka) 

= (*a\V™ST - U ^ u ^ i K ) ) 

+ (Ta+Ua - E ^ i ^ p u ^ i K ) ) 

(E0 - TP - Ufi)\vf?\ka> 

+ {Tp+Up-EpWp&auPi ka)> 

(2.65 

( 2 . 6 6 

(2.67 

( 2 . 6 8 

where 

yPOST _ y , y 
Va/3 — Va-r Va 

Q 

E - QHQ + ie -V,, 

and 

• > ; P 0 5 r 
y0a 

Q 

E - QHQ + ie 
Vn 

(2.69 

(2.70 

differ from the PRIOR interactions only by the first terms on the right-hand sides 
As a matter of taste, the equations to be solved in this work will be presented in th 
POST form. The calculations, on the other hand, will usually be performed in botl 
forms. The degree of POST — PRIOR equivalence of the numerical results indicate 
the validity of the approximations introduced in order to reduce the equations ti 
computable form. 
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Scattering amplitudes in CRC 

In stead of picking the scattering amplitudes off the asymptotic solutions, it is found 
more convenient to compute them directly. By (2.41), | \ I / ^ (k a ) ) can be expressed in 
terms of in the Gell-Mann-Goldberger expression (2.32) for the scattering 
amplitude. For the discussed a —> j3 case this yields directly the two amplitudes 

TQQ(k^,kQ) = {K\Ua\x^(K)) 

+ (X^IOI Ua-Ua\ul+)(K)) (2.71) 

+ ( x {
a - ) K ) ^ \ K , O S T - u a \ ^ ; \ k a ) ) 

and 

T0a(kp, ka) = {xp~\kp)\Up — Up\u^{kp)) (2.72) 

+ (X
{p-\kp)^p\V^ST - U p \ $ a u ^ ( K ) ) . 

If now the auxiliary potentials Ua and Up are chosen equal to the optical potentials 
Ua and Up the distorted waves (2.33) and (2.34) become 

|kQ> (2.73) 

and 

W W = 1 + F T Ut t> ^ (2"74) 
y Ep-Tp-Wp-ie J 

and the amplitudes read 

Taa(k'a ,ka) = (k ' a \U a \ x i + ) (K ) (2.75) 

+ (x{
a-)(K)$«\V'p°ST - Ua\^pu(p+\ka)) 

and 

Tpa(kp,ka) = (x{f)M*p\Vi;?3T - Up\<S>au£\ka)). (2.76) 

It is straightforward to generalize the formal results of this section to a model 
space containing an arbitrary number of channels. 

2.1.3 Low order CRC solutions and D W B A 
Since the numerical solutions of the coupled equations are found by iteration, the 
outgoing distorted wave (2.73) is calculated in the first step, so (2.75) and (2.76) are 
convenient for computation. If the subscript n denotes the order of solution, the zero 
order solutions are 

= Ixi+)(k*)>, _ (2-77) 
| 4 J } 0 0 > = 0, (2.78) 

T0aa(k'a,ka) = (k ' jZ4|xi+ )(ka) (2.79) 
To0a{kp,ka) = 0, (2.80) 
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since in this step the coupling between the channels is not taken into account. Th 
above results then follow from the derivations of the preceding section. In the ne> 
step, the coupling between the channels is treated to first order only. This mear 
that flux is allowed to leave the entrance channel and enter exit channel, but no flu 
transport in the opposite direction, referred to as back-coupling, is calculated. Th 
gives the first order results 

= l u & O O ) , ( 2 . 8 1 

l « 5 ' 0 O > = f rp J. ( W a
m U H - U a \ $ a u Z > ( k a ) ) , (2.81 

tip — 1p — Up + IE 

ka) = ToQa(ka,ka), (2.8i 

Z W k ø . k » ) = (x{p-\kp)$p\V™ST-Up\$au
{+\K)), (2.8< 

written in this way to suggest the further line of calculation. In (2.82) the PRIO 
form is used in order to avoid the non-orthogonality correction term. From (2.71 
and (2.84) it follows that 

T10a(kp,ka) = { X
[ p \ k p ) $ p \ V ™ S T - U p ^ x ^ i k a ) ) , (2.81 

resembles strongly the first term of the distorted wave series 

T0a(k0,ka) = (x^ikp^Vp-Upl^x^iK)) (2.1 

+ ... 

derived in Appendix 1 by iteration. Both (2.85) and 

T™BA(kp,ka) = (x{p-\kp<S>p\Vp - U p \ ^ \ k a ) ) (2.81 

are commonly referred to as DWBA. It is easy to show that both amplitudes ai 
POST - PRIOR equivalent; 

T,pa(kp,ka) = (x{p\kp)$p\Vp*IOR - Ua |$QxL+ )(ka)) (2.8* 

and 

T ™ B A ( k p , k a ) = ( x ^ i k p ^ p l V o - U ^ x ^ M . (2.8£ 

In practical calculations the difference between the two amplitudes depends on th 
choice of effective interactions in T\pa. In sec 2.1.5 it will be shown that this choic 
is limited by restrictions of the CRC codes. However, T ^ ^ B A ^ g ^ e r m ( 

a series the convergence of which is uncertain [4]. The meaning of Tipa is cleare: 
The similarity of T\pa and Tpa will reflect to which extent the weak coupling criteri 
(2.61) and (2.62) are satisfied. In this work, 'DWBA' will therefore refer exclusivel 
to first order CRC calculations. This is the point of view promoted by Austern [5] an 
Satchler [6] Omission of back-couplings in the second order of iteration gives the sc 
called second order DWBA results. To this order, the non-orthogonality correctio 
terms can be avoided by alternating between the PRIOR and POST forms. I 
Article 1 this technique was used in a preliminary calculation of the sequential hal 
transfer process p+6He —> c?+5He —Y t + a. To higher orders, the non-orthogonalit 
correction terms cannot be avoided, so there is little point in doing higher than secon 
order DWBA instead of full CRC calculations. 
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2.1.4 Nuclear overlaps and spectroscopic factors 
In the exact CRC equations of section 2.1.2, the nuclear overlaps appear explicitly in 
the channel overlaps of the non-orthogonality correction terms. For illustration, the 
POST form overlaps 

= ( S A I M b ^ M ) (2.90) 

and 

(<$>p\$au^(ka)) = (2.91) 

will now be expressed in terms of the nuclear overlaps for the case b = a + x and 
A = B + x where x denotes the transfered cluster consisting of x nucleons. Under the 
restriction that none of the nucleons of a or £ appear in the final B nucleus, (2.90) 
and (2.91) reduce to 

( $ a | $ , 4 + ) ( k a ) ) = - * Y , ^ B \ O b
x ^ \ K ) ) (2-92) 

^xa^xB x 

and 

< ^ | < ^ i + ) ( k « ) > = ^ r E ^ l ^ r f H k * ) ) (2.93) 
XCL X^ 

where the sums run over all states of x and 

\Oz
xm) = C*xy($x%\$z) (2.94) 

are the conventionally [8, 9, 10, 11] normalized nuclear overlaps; Cxy are normalization 
constants. This reduction characterizes a direct process. When antisymmetrization 
between the colliding nuclei is carried out in section 2.2, the transfer reaction will 
proceed by a mixture of direct and exchange contributions. Except when one of the 
collision partners is a nucleon, the exchange contributions will have a more compli-
cated structure than the direct ones. 

Due to the internal antisymmetrization, the squares of the overlap functions 

(2-95) 

don't satisfy the requirement of a quantum mechanical probability distribution. This 
aspect is discussed by several authors, see [12] and references therein, but is largely ir-
relevant for the development of reaction models within the framework of the standard 
theory. Some more insight is obtained by writing out |$z) explicitly: 

| * , > = ( 2 - 9 6 ) 
x'y' 

where Axy antisymmetrizes the nucleons of x with respect to those of y. The expansion 
to the right of Axy is an eigenstate of the many-body Hamiltonian Hz, which can be 
written as Hz = Hx + Hy + Txy + Vxy like in (2.2). The states of relative cluster motion 
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a r e t h u s CRC solutions with the scattering boundary conditions replacei 
by binding conditions; 

( 4 V + Txy + £ / * V ) | £ W > + Y . = 0 (2.97 
x" j^x', y" ^ y' 

where tz
x,y, is the separation energy required to liberate x from y when they are in th 

specified states of excitation. To first order this separation is upset by the bindin 
potential Ux/yi = (^x'^i/lKj/I^V'JV)- With respect to antisymmetrization between : 
and y, these solutions are not unique; (2.96) can be replaced by 

\ $ z ) = A x y J 2 \ *x>*y>&ey>) (2-98 
x'y' 

where { l ^ ø j / ) } a r e the parts of allowed by the Pauli principle. (If, a 
an example, re is a nucleon and y is an infinitely heavy core represented by a singl 
Slater determinant, the Pauli-blocked states of relative motion between x and y ar 
the single-nucleon states exhausting the Slater determinant.) Since Hz is invariant t< 
permutations between x and y, ( l ^ ® ^ ) } must, like {|£x'®j/')}' be a set of solutions o 
the coupled equations (2.97). 

By setting (2.96) into (2.95) it is seen that if x and y are bound systems, 

OUuM ^ ^ CZ
xyC'Zxyexy(*xy) + C*xy Y^($x%\Axy\$x,%,ex>®y>) (2.99 

x'y' 

since the wave function of the nucleons of x has vanishing overlap with the wav 
function of the nucleons of y when x and y are separated by a large distance. Th' 
factor C'zxy is required to give unit normalization of the antisymmetric nuclear stah 
(2.96). By convention, Cxy is chosen to cancel this factor. The expansion in t h 
second term of (2.99) includes unbound states of re and y which may have asymptotic 
overlap. The separation energies ex,y, for these cluster states will however be large i 
z is bound too. Due to the short range of the nuclear force, the binding potential 
Ux'yr between the unbound clusters are relatively weak and smeared out. The larg 
separation energies thus demand a lot from the last term of (2.97), and the norm o 
I£e'®2/') t>e small for the states of x and y having asymptotic overlap if z is bound 
So, 

0;»u(rxy) —-:">t> €?/(r, ( /) (2.100 

when x, y and z are bound. It is implicitly understood that 

ZZxy{*zy) CxyiVxy) ( 2 . 1 0 1 

since the Pauli-blocked states of relative motion between the two clusters are confinec 
to separations of the same order as the extensions of the clusters (see the example 
with the Slater determinant). The asymptotic result obtained by setting (2.98) intc 
(2.95) would therefore be the same as (2.100). For x, y and z bound, the squarec 
overlap function thus gives the asymptotic probability distribution for finding z sep-
arated into x and y, disregarding the labels of the nucleons occupying x and y. Ai 
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smaller separations the arguments leading to (2.100) don't hold, and the probability 
interpretation breaks down. 

For transfer reactions there is little to benefit from the isospin formalism. Due to 
restrictions of the CRC codes, which will be discussed further in section 2.1.5, only 
scalar representations of the sub-cluster interactions can be used in the calculations. 
The possibility of projecting on even/odd states of nucleon-nucleon relative motion 
by spin- and isospin Pauli matrices is thereby lost, since this will introduce spin-
and isospin exchange interactions. Therefore neutrons and protons are treated as 
two kinds of nucleons and antisymmetrized separately in this work. If the numbers 
of neutrons and protons in x, y, and z are given by Nnx,Nny,Nnz and Npx,Npy,Npz, 
respectively, there are 

NnJ Npz\ _( Nnz\( Npz , (2 102) 

- 1 / 2 

(2.104) 

Nnx\Nny\Npx\NPy\ \ Nnx J \ Npx 

possible ways to distribute the neutrons and protons of z into the clusters x and y. 
Unit normalization of (2.96) thus requires 

The channel overlaps (2.92) and (2.93) now read 

< . . m - ' < m - { ( £ ) ( £ ) ( £ ) ( £ 

x 

and 

X y i I )BU^ (kg)) • 
x 

The normalization factors in the brackets will disappear later, when antisymmetriza-
tion between the colliding nuclei is introduced in the coupled equations. 

The overlap function Oz
x^y{rxy) is now to be made more explicit: 

Y ^ ( / m i 7 x M I | j m ) ( i m / y M j J z M , ) ( 9 ^ j ( r æ 2 / ) y ' , m i ( f æ y ) ( 2 . 1 0 6 ) 

nlmijm 

where n is the node number of the radial overlap function Olynlj(rxy)Y l
mi (rxy), I are 

the orbital angular momenta of the relative motion of x and y, and Ik, Mk, k — x,y,z, 
are the individual angular momentums and projections of x, y and z. In (2.106) the 
angular momenta are added according to what is called the spin-orbit scheme which 
means that the transfered cluster x, which is often a valence nucleon, is assigned a 
total angular momentum (llx)j , which is coupled to the angular momentum Iy of the 
core by the second Clebsch-Gordan (CG) coefficient ( j m I y M y \ I z M z ) . This second 
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coupling is now given in the convention used in FRESCO [13], the CRC compute 
code to be used in the calculations, which is different from the shell-model conventio: 
where the second CG-coefficient is (IyMyjm\IzMz). 

The spectroscopic factors are defined as 

qz 
^xynlj 

f°° 2 
) ' = / Vlydrxy I @xynlj | • (2.107 

JO 

These are the squared values of the spectroscopic amplitudes Az
xynlj which enter the ca 

culations. The theoretical values of those are usually obtained by translation invariar 
shell model [15] calculations (TISM). To be used in calculations with FRESCO, the 
must be multiplied by the factor 

(jmIyMy\IzMz) J+Iy_h 

(IyMyjm\IzMz) { } { * 

From the unit normalization of (2.96) follows the sum rule 

= ( £ ) ( £ ) • 
xynl] 

In the process of developing reaction models, rapid assessment of the many overla 
functions is desirable. Unless there is reason to believe that the calculations are sens: 
tive to the overlap functions at small cluster separations, the well-depth (WD) metho 
is practiced for the two-body overlaps discussed in this section. This method assure 
correct asymptotic behavior of the computed radial overlap function Oz

xynl-(rxy) b 
adjusting the depth of the applied binding potential Uxy{rxy) in the approximat 
equation 

(e*v + Txy + Uxy(rxy))Oz
xynlj(rxy) ~ 0 (2.11C 

until correct separation energy exy is obtained. If x, y and z are bound systems, 

O W « > ^ exp I J (2.111 

where jixy is the reduced mass of x and y. If the applied binding potential is take 
as the real part of an optical potential obtained by fitting elastic scattering date 
some of the effects of antisymmetrization between x and y as well as coupling t 
excited states will be incorporated in the solution of (2.110), although in an ambiguou 
way. For single-nucleon overlaps with heavy nuclei, the WD results obtained by thi 
prescription are similar to the results of microscopic calculations [6]. Pauli-blocke 
states are usually omitted by imposed restrictions on the quantum numbers. Sue 
restrictions on the relative cluster motion are only approximately correct since i: 
reality no sets of quantum numbers are entirely blocked or entirely allowed by th 
Pauli principle. For example, the OS and 15 states of triton-triton motion are assume* 
blocked. The WD shape of the radial overlap function O t ^ 2 S l j 2 is very close to th 
result of a recent microscopic calculation [16] as shown in Figure 2.1. In the WI 
calculation, the depth of a Woods-Saxon (WS) potential 

,e z 

1_ 

' 1 + exp(t=^) 
U{r) = - V 0 i , ___ (2 .112 
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with geometry parameters R = 1.85 fm and a = 0.70 fm was adjusted until the 
correct separation energy etfe = 12.308 MeV was obtained for V0 = 40.4 MeV. 

Figure 2.1: Comparison between the normalized C ^ f radial overlap functions ob-
tained by the WD method and the three-body calculation of [16]. 

2.1.5 Reduction to computable form 

The formal transformation of the scattering problem to a few coupled equations is 
apparently a great simplification. However, with given physical boundary conditions, 
the solutions of these equations are entirely determined by the optical potentials 
and the interaction kernels, both having a very complicated structure because of 
the truncation. The mere sight of the projection operator for a transfer problem 
(see Appendix 2) and the expressions for the effective interactions repels attempts of 
direct calculations. This is the rationale for the field of reaction modeling. It is evident 
that the effective interactions would return to the original ones if all channels were 
included. The art of reaction modeling is to include enough channels to minimize 
the complications of the effective interactions, while at the same time keeping the 
model space as small as possible. That is, to identify and describe the dominant 
mechanisms contributing to the transfer process. This section points out the current 
computational boundary conditions of this modeling. 

Approximate interaction kernels 

In the preceding section the channel overlaps of the non-orthogonality correction 
terms were reduced without approximations to computable forms for a direct a + 
A(B + x) —> b(a + x) + B transfer process. It will now be shown that a corre-
sponding reduction of the interaction terms of the same problem involves significant 
approximations. If the interaction kernels are expanded on the sub-cluster states {.x}, 
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{a'} and {B1}, the coupled equations take the POST forms 

Nnb \ ( N p b y NnA\ f NpA
 n ^ 1/2 

x ( E a - T a - U a ) \ v £ \ K ) ) 

N \ N \ N \ N lynx J \ lypx / \ lynx / \ lypx 
(2.112 

x'xB'a' 

(Ta+Ua - Ea) J2(0^B\Ob
x(S>au{;\ka)) 

Nnb \ ( Npb\( NnA\( NpA ^ 11/2 

and 

N \ N \ N \ N iynx / V iypx / \ iynx / \ iypx 

= ]T (<f>a,<S>x,Ob
x^a,<S>B\V™ST - U ^ x $ > B , 0 ^ B , u ^ ( k a ) ) 

x'xB'a' 

x 

To reduce e.g. the kernel 

a i v 
a/? 

(2.114 

($a$z>*B>029B> |Va7ST - Ua\$a>$xOb
xm,$B) (2.111 

= (*a***B>0£9B>\Va + V*E_QHQ + ie
VP ~ ^ a ' ^ x O b ^ B ) 

it is first of all reasonably assumed that the original interaction is separable (binar 
in the sub-clusters); 

Va = VaA - Vxa + VaB. ( 2 . I K 

Since the existing CRC codes are unable to calculate explicitly transfer joined by cor 
excitation, the first significant approximation to be done is to treat VaB as diagon? 
in the spins and internal coordinates of the cores a and B, so that 

(^a^B'0^B,\VaB\^s0b
x9a^B) = (0%B\VaB\0b

ma)5x,x5B,B8a,a. (2.117 

Concerning Vxa, the CRC code used in this work, FRESCO [13], can do explici 
four-body calculations of two-nucleon transfer. This aspect of the direct two-neutro 
removal process 

p + 6He(n <g> n <g> a)—>t(n®n®p) + a (2.118 

will therefore be treated exactly in terms of three-body overlap functions [14] for 
and 6He. Since the two halo neutrons are predominantly in a singlet spin state i 
both systems, transfer by spin-flip is obviously not important in this case. Otherwise 
it is a restriction that such processes cannot be calculated. On limiting the furthe 
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discussion to two-body overlaps, it is necessary to assume that Vxa cannot excite or 
change the orientations of x and a in the model calculation. This gives 

(^x^BIOXB>\Vxa\^xOb
x^B) = (0^B\VxA\0b

xm)5x,x5B,B5a,a. (2.119) 

The approximations necessary to introduce in the kernel of (2.114) are analo-
gous. Thus, if the differences between the original and effective interaction kernels 
are ignored, the approximate equations take the computable POST forms 

Nnb \ ( Npb\ ( NnA\ ( NpA ^ 11/2 

N i \ N \ M \ N J , m / \ 1 ypx J \ lynx / \ A'px 

x (Ea-Ta-Ua)\u^(ka)) 

= Y,(°*®B\vxa - vaB - ua\ob
x0y;\ka)) 

X 

+ (T« + Ua- Ea) Y^iOUlOx^ika)> 

(2.120) 

and 

x (Ep-Tp-Up)\u^\ka)) 

= E ^ l V * B + V"B
 ~ U0\Ox®Bu£\ka)) 

x 

+ (Tp + Up - Ep) J ^ i ^ a l O ^ a H K ) ) 
x 

The corresponding amplitudes are 

Taa(k'a,ka) = (k'a\Ua\xl+)(kQ) (2.122) 

+ Nnb \ f Npb\ f NnA\ f NvA 

N \ N \ N \ N lynx / \ lypx / \ lynx / \ lypx 

-1 /2 

X ~ VaB - Ua\Ob
xmU^\ka)) 

and 

X Y^{x{p\^)Ob
xm\VxB + Kb - Up\0^Bu^\ka)) 

In the zero-range approximation, both the core-core interaction VaB and the optical 
potential are removed from the interaction kernels. This step, based on assumed 
cancellations, was necessary in order to carry out computations with the older codes, 
as mentioned in section 2.1.2. In this language, the above equations and amplitudes 
have the finite-range form. 
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It is now necessary to discuss the consequences of omitting the couplings 

w ^ h m t s ^ f 2 - 1 * 

and 

The latter gives the portion of flux from the entrance channel which passes throug 
the excluded channels before entering the exit channel. The first is the correspondin 
back-coupling. It is therefore clear that these terms can hardly be omitted if importar 
intermediate channels are excluded from the model space. An example in the preser 
work is the inclusion of the sequential halo transfer process 

p + 6He(n 0 5He) —• d{n ®p) + 5He(n <g> a) —v t(n <8> d) + a (2.12f 

in order to limit the importance of these terms. 
The CRC codes facilitates simulation of the full effective interaction by addin 

imaginary terms to the separate sub-cluster interactions. Since only the origin; 
interactions.can be regarded as separable, such attempts introduce a hardly contro 
lable freedom in the models. In this work the effective interactions are represente 
by models of the averaged original interactions, and eventual discrepancies betwee 
calculated and experimental differential cross sections are assigned mainly to insuff 
ciency of the chosen model space or the nuclear models. 

Non-locality effects on the CRC solutions 

Since the CRC codes can only operate local representations of the optical potential! 
which are non-local, the resulting deviations from the exact CRC solutions must b 
investigated. 

To first order, the entrance channel solution equals the distorted wave satisfying 

{Ea - Ta)xl+)(kQ,ra) = J draUa(ra, r ' Q ) X «(k Q , r'a). (2.127 

The trivially equivalent local potential (TELP) 

U. TELP (kQ, ra) — 
f dr aL{a (ra, r a ) 

Xa ra) 
( 2 . 1 2 8 

will be stretched out in the direction of the incident momentum k a and be singular a 
the nodes of Xa+^(kQ,rQ), and is thus not applicable. A smart compromise was foun 
by Perey and Buck [17], who derived an approximate relation between the distorte-
wave x̂ "1") (k, r) generated by the real non-local potential and x[le) (k>r) generated b 
a well-behaved local equivalent potential U^LE\r) giving the same.scattering. If onl 
the non-locality of the real part is of importance, and this term can can be representei 
by the form 

U(t,T) = U0 

r + r' 
exp 

r - r' 
(2.129 
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where U0(r) resembles U^LE\r) and r) is a parameter characterizing the range of the 
non-locality, the two solutions are approximately related by 

where the Perey factor P(r) is determined by the (real) local equivalent potential: 

A nice and clear version of this derivation is given in [5]. 
Although the form (2.129) is speculative, and the consequences of the imaginary 

term of the optical potential, which is entirely non-local, is omitted, the Perey factor 
gives a qualitative understanding of the consequences of using local optical poten-
tials in reaction calculations. It is clearly seen that the local potentials will enhance 
the back-angle distribution. Introduction of Perey factors in DWBA calculations of 
transfer reactions with light nuclei, where the contributions from small radii may not 
be entirely suppressed by absorption, often yields improved agreement with data [18]. 
However, these calculations are usually done in the zero-range approximation, where 
the Perey factors can be multiplied directly with the nuclear overlaps since the radial 
integrations run over only one variable. During the calculations of the present work it 
was found that the zero-range approximation itself causes a back-angle enhancement 
in the p(6He, a)t and 6Li(p, r)a calculations. It is therefore not clear to which extent 
the Perey factors of the older DWBA calculations of light nuclear reactions accounts 
for non-locality effects rather than finite-range effects. 

To higher orders in the CRC calculation, Perey factors cannot be introduced 
between the iterations. Such a calculation will never converge. A crude way to 
account for non-locality damping is the introduction of a lower radial cut-off in the 
integrals of the scattering amplitudes. This will easily improve the agreement with 
data, but throws out too much of the physics. Another prescription [7], used for 
heavy ion reactions, is to suppress the contributions from small radii by introducing 
an extra absorptive term with small diffusenesses just inside the surface of the local 
optical potential. For lighter nuclei, and especially the dilute halo nuclei, it will be 
hard to justify such an abrupt increase in the absorption. For the reactions to be 
studied in this work the only consistent way around this problem is to limit the non-
locality effects by including the strongly coupled channels, if DWBA turns out to be 
insufficient. 

2.2 Exchange effects 
in the standard reaction theory 

In order to connect the outlined theory to reality it is necessary to antisymmetrize 
the nucleons in the projectile with respect to the nucleons in the target. This is 
the weak point of the standard reaction theory - not because the resulting exchange 
processes cannot be formulated, but because they involve the coordinates of a larger 
number of nucleons than the approximate treatment of the direct processes does. 
Most of the exchange processes are therefore presently not computable in terms of 

X(+)(k>r) = P(r)xgL(k,r) (2.130) 

(2.131) 
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CRC or DWBA. The only case excepted from these severe complications is nucleoi 
induced collisions, where the exchange terms are not more complicated than direc 
transfer terms. This class of reactions therefore deserves special attention, and thi 
is one of the reasons why the this work is devoted to the p(6He, a)t, p(6He,£)a; am 
p(6He, 5He)d reactions. 

The various exchange processes described in this section are simply denoted b 
the number of exchanged nucleons. The reason for this is that the old terminology 
used for example in [5], is suitable only for one-nucleon exchange in the no-reco 
approximation (infinitely heavy cores). For the exchange processes to be calculate 
in this work, this terminology would change the focus of the discussion from physic 
to idioms. 

2.2.1 The antisymmetric scattering amplitude 
In section 2.1.4 the square of the overlap function 

Oxf&yiyxy) ^xy^xyi (2.132 

was found to give the asymptotic probability distribution for finding z separated int 
x and y in the case that x, y and z are bound systems. Due to the factor 

^ - { ( & ) ( & ) r < 2 - 1 3 3 

the overlap function disregards the labels of the nucleons occupying x and y. Th 
scattering analogue of the overlap function is the projection 

ip(;\ka,r0) = Cp{rp,<S>p\Aa\¥a
+\ka)) (2.134 

where 

Nnb + NnB\ ( Npb + NpB 
1/2 

and Aa is the normalized antisymmetrizer between a and A. The analogy is no 
complete. Even if b and B are bound systems, the asymptotic projection 

^ Q - t f ^ r r f + Cp ^ r ^ l ^ / ^ k a ) ) (2.136 

will in general not be proportional to £ ^ ( k a , r g ) of section 2.1.1. Since the tote 
scattering state is continuous, the expansion on {| $/?')} m aY giye n o n 

vanishing amplitudes for asymptotically overlapping states of b and B. Contrary t 
the asymptotic bound state overlap, the second term of (2.136) can therefore not b 
ignored in general. Forcing (2.136) into the asymptotic form of section 2.1.1; 

pikprp 
^+\ka,rp) ^ ^ ^ S p a + fpaA(ka,vp) (2.137 

r / 3 
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defines the antisymmetric scattering amplitude 

c, f ø a A ( k a , Tp) = ^ f p a ( k a , t p ) + f p a ( K , Tp) (2.138) 

as a scaling of the direct amplitude fpQ appearing in (2.12) plus the exchange con-
tribution f p a arising from the second term of (2.136). Since the total Hamiltonian is 
permutation invariant, the antisymmetric scattering amplitude can be made explicit 
by the same Green's function technique as used in section 2.1.1. Expressed in terms 
of the T-matrix, the result is 

TpaA(kp,ka) = Cp{kp$p\VpAa\¥a
+\ka)) (2.139) 

= ^-Tpa(kp,ka) + ^(kp$p\Vp(CaAa - l)|^+)(kQ)) 

= T^a(kp,ka)+T^a(kp,ka) 

where D and E refer respectively to direct and exchange in the definition in the last 
line. 

2.2.2 Re-normalization of the direct process 

The scaling factor for the discussed a + A(B + x) —> b(a + x) + B process is 

Cp 

Cn 

(2.140) 

The re-normalized amplitudes and equations of the two-channel approach is obtained 
by multiplying this factor with the results of section 2.1.5. This gives, in computable 
POST forms, 

TpD
a(kp,ka) 

Nnb 

N •L * 77.-T 

(2.141) 

N, pb 

N, px 

x E ^ M ^ J K b + K b - U p \ 0 ^ B u ^ { k a ) ) 
x 

and no changes in the elastic amplitude of the direct process, 

Ta
D

a(k'a,ka) = <k'Q|Z4|xi+)(ka> (2.142) 

+ 

x 

Kb 
N 1 * 77. .T 

N, pb NnA 

N * * n.T. Npx J \ ^nx J \ ^px 

N, pA 
- 1 / 2 

x 
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Re-normalization of the CRC solutions needed in the amplitudes T^,p6He(kta, kpeHe 

and T^He.p6He(k'p6He, kp6He) will now be carried out. In the center of mass frame it i 
not necessary to stress the fact that 6He is not available as target, so the expression 
are written with the lightest collision partner to the left. From (2.141) follows th 
two-channel expression 

Tta;pSHe(kta,kp6He) (2.145 

{Xta faa)Ot
n®n®p\Vnna + Vpa ~ U t a \ 0 , f ® n ® a U p < i H e ) ) 

where and are three-body overlaps and Vnna is the three-bod 
interaction between the transfered halo neutrons and the a core of 6He. This is th 

,(+)r ^ , f 4 amplitude of \u\a
} {kp6He)) multiplied by the square root of the ^ ^ J — 6 possibl 

ways to transfer two neutrons from 6He. Introducing the re-normalizations 
/ , \ 1/2 

I t & W * . ) ) I ^ ^ H e ) ) (2.144 

\u{
pVHe( kpeHe)) |^Se(kp6„e)> (2.14E 

in the CRC equations (2.120) and (2.121) give thus conveniently 

(EpeHe - Tp6He - Up6He)\u^le(kp6He) (2.146 

= (@n®n®a I Vnnp + Vpa ~ Up6He | On®n®pUta ^ (^p6//e ) ) 
•fHe I «it „,(+)/ + {Tp6He + UpeHe - Ep6He)(On®n<g)a\OnlS)n(g)puta (kp6He)} 

and 

(Eta - Tta - Uta)\u£\kpeHe)) (2.147 
= (On®n®p\Vnna + Vpa ~ ^ta e)) 

+ (Tta + Uta - Eta) ( O ^ ^ j p 1 ( k P 6 / / e ) ) 

as well as the direct part of the elastic scattering amplitude 

^ffe;p6ffe(kVtfe>kP6#e) (2.148 

= {k'p6He|Wp6He|x^e(kp6He) 

+ (Xp6^e(k p6He)On®n®a\Vnnp + Vpa — U p W f a p 6 ! ! e ) ) • 

2.2.3 Description of exchange processes 
The simplicity of nucleon induced transfer reactions with respect to antisymmetrizg 
tion was first exploited by Werby et al. [19] in DWBA analyzes of 6 Li (p, r)a data 
This simplicity prevails as long as the model space is restricted to channels whic 
are only connected by direct couplings. It will now be shown that the two-channt 
expression for the exchange amplitude is equally simple as If th 
latter is assumed to scale the process 

Pi +6He(n1n2n3n4P2P3) —• t(n2nxpi) + a(nznAp2p3) (2.149 
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the exchange amplitude with the correct relative sign is 

(k t a,kpeHe) (2.150) 
4 x1/2 

n2n\p\)a{n3mp2p3) 2 , 

x (7TPiP2 +^pip3)\^H^nin2n3n4p2p3- )(K6He)) 

where 7rPlP2 and nPlP3 are permutation operators for the labeled protons. By expressing 
the total scattering state in the form given in (2.8), 

p\He{nin2n$rnp2P3) (kp6#e)) (2.151) 

— ^ E — H + i£^rpiHe(nin2n3Tl4P2P3^ 

X \XPi^6He(nin2Ti3n4P2P3)i kp6iJe)) 

where |xPl) is the spin state of pi, it is seen that the two exchange contributions are 
identical. This follows since the interactions Vt(n2nipl)a(n3n4P2P3) a n d >̂?//e(™i«2n3n4P2P3) 
as well as the product of the antisymmetric wave functions $a(n3n4p2p3)$6He(n1n2n3n4P2p3) 
are invariant to permutations of p2 and jj3. Therefore the difference between the 
two exchange terms is removed by a re-labeling of the integration variables, and 
7TP1P2 + 7TPlP3 can be replaced with 2ttPiP3 in (2.150). It is further convenient to 
perform the re-labelings pi <—> p3 and nin2 <—> n3n4, where the latter leaves 
^ i M m n ^ s ^ P s ) unchanged, throughout (2.150) to get 

Ttl,p eHe(kta,kpeHe) (2.152) 

— 2 ^ ^ ^ (kto, ^a{n2nip2pi)^t(n3nip3)\Va{n2nxp2P\)t{n3nip3)\^p^^ 

which scales the direct process 

Pi +6Ee(n1n2n3n4p2P3) —> a(n2nip2Pi) + t(n3n4ps) (2.153) 

which difference from (2.149) is only that a proton is picked off 6He in addition to 
the two neutrons. This corresponds closely to the actual experimental situation: 
The target proton p\ is initially distinguishable from those in 6He because of their 
separation, but after the collision the detector is unable to distinguish the a particles 
resulting either from from two-neutron or triton transfer from 6He. The scaling factors 
give the coherent contributions to both processes. In the two-channel model space 
the computable POST form becomes 

Tta-p^He {kta,kpeHe) (2.154) 

= -(X{at\-^ta)0^p\Vpt + Vtt - Uat\OZtu%e{kp&He)) 

since the extra factor 2 is canceled by < ( ) ( ) 1 = 1/2. By the re-
Nnt J V Npt 

normalizations 

^ ( V H e ) ) —> 2 ( 2 ) ' (2-155) m; 
4 x1/2 

(kp6He)) (2.156) p6He 
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the equations to be solved are 

(2.157 

and 

+ 

(Eat ~ Tat ~ Uat)u{at (kpWe)) 

(0^p\Vpt + Vu - Uat\oZe
tu%e{kPme)) 

C T a t + U a t - Eat)(0^p\0Ztu%e{kp*He)). 

(2.156 

It is understood that the exchange process will contribute mainly at backward ar 
gles. Vice versa, the direct two-neutron transfer will presumably dominate at forwar 
angles. 

If the reaction mechanisms are not too complicated, the independent two-chann< 
calculation of the exchange contribution may be diagnostic with respect to the spec 
troscopic factor Therefore the possibilities of the two-channel approach i 
attempted exhausted in the next chapter. With more included channels the exchang 
effects become significantly more difficult to handle, and can only be approximatel 
accounted for in terms of the standard methods. 

For p(6He,5 He)c? the re-normalization of the direct process is analogous to th 
p(6He, a)t case. However, the exchange process p(6He, d)5He transfers a 4H cluster t 
the target proton. This process is kinematically less favorable than p(6H.e,t)a sine 
the transfered cluster is heavier than the core. The found importance of the p(6He, t)> 
process in the next chapter will decide whether the 4H transfer shall be included i 
the analysis or not. 

An omnipresent problem in the analyzes of this work is the lack of t + a date 
The standard procedure for obtaining starting values of the optical potentials fc 
CRC calculations, is to find local potentials reproducing the elastic scattering in th 
respective channels in terms of the one-channel equation 

An indirect threat to a successful two-channel approach is the exchange effects ot 
scuring the elastic r + a data that is used in this work in lack of t + a data. Th 
t + a elastic scattering amplitude reads 

[E1 - T7 - f /7) |«W(k7)) = 0 (2.159 

giving elastically scattered wave u\ ' with amplitude 

(2.160 

(2 .161 

T(nip1p2)a(n2n3p3p4) (kTa)} 
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where the antisymmetrizer ATa can be written as 

* . - « ! ) o r ( 2 i 6 2 ) 

X (1 ~ 27Tni„2 — 47rpip3 + 7fp!P2,P3P4 &^n\pi,n2P3 ~~ 27!"nipip2,«2P3P4 ) 

when applied inside the matrix element. It is reasonable to assume that a fit to the 
t + a elastic data, if they will ever be measured, will give a nuclear potential similar 
to that obtained by fitting the r + a data. In the next chapter it will however become 
clear that the eventual differences between the r — a and the t — a optical potentials 
complicates the analysis of p(6He, a)t (p(6He, t)a). But the most apparent problem 
connected with the standard procedure is the 17 exchange terms contributing to the 
elastic scattering amplitude (2.161). All these will be incorporated in the optical 
potential fitted to the data by (2.159) and (2.160). Therefore it will deviate from 
the local equivalent of a one-channel CRC potential. Since only the three-nucleon 
exchange terms correspond to direct couplings (neutron oscillation between the r-
cores), it is hard to extract a proper CRC potential from the elastic data. 

These exchange problems are common to all nucleus-nucleus optical potentials 
obtained by fitting elastic data, but are regarded as unimportant for heavier systems 
colliding at higher energies, since then the contributions from small relative radii are 
quenched by absorption to other channels. At the surface the exchange effects are 
weaker. In section 3.2.2 it will be investigated to which extent the fitted r — a optical 
potential is applicable for the p(6He, a)t (p(6He, t)a) analysis. 

Finally, it is possible to truncate the fully antisymmetric scattering state 
to an antisymmetric model state fU.AQ|\l/i+^(ka)) which projects on an 

arbitrary number of fully antisymmetrized channels. The existence of the needed pro-
jection operator P4 is proved in [20]. The effective interactions in the antisymmetric 
model space will differ from those of section 2.1.2 because only the full Hamiltonian 
is invariant to permutations of nucleons between the collision partners. The excluded 
channels will therefore produce more complicated effective interactions, given explic-
itly for the one-channel case in [20]. For transfer reactions, little understanding of 
these effective interactions has been reported. In fact, little understanding of the 
effects of antisymmetrization in transfer reactions has been achieved at all, except 
from the exceptional simplifications discussed in this section. In most cases only the 
direct amplitudes are calculated by the standard methods. 

FRESCO allows approximate calculations within an antisymmetric model space 
by performing antisymmetrization at each stage in the iterative solution of the coupled 
equations. The restriction is that only exchange couplings having the same structure 
as the direct ones can be executed. In other words, exchange of less than the nucleons 
contained in one of the collision partners must be omitted, since these couplings 
cannot be reduced to computable forms in terms of overlaps. This kind of calculations 
will there ore be of a more heuristic nature than the standard CRC calculations 
discussed in the previous sections. 
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2.3 Alternative methods 
Models of transfer reactions are formulated almost exclusively within the framework c 
DWBA or CRC. Only recently have competing numerical methods appeared. Thes 
are the multichannel version of the resonating group method (RGM) [21] and th 
Quantum Monte-Carlo (QMC) [22] method. The main advantage of RGM and QM( 
is that these methods in general treat antisymmetrization between projectile an 
target nucleons exactly. The price paid for this is primarily a less clear track c 
distinct structure aspects, since the overlap functions do not appear explicitly, as the 
do in DWBA and CRC. In practical RGM calculations the structure information i 
further washed out because the projectile and target wave functions are expanded o 
Gaussians in order to simplify antisymmetrization between them. 

The concern of this work is to find out why the standard methods, DWBA an 
CRC, so far have failed to give a satisfactory reproduction of p(6He, a)t (p(6He, t)a 
and p(6He,5 He)d data. Since these reactions in principle allows a simplified treatmen 
of antisymmetrization, as shown in the last section, RGM and QMC did not appea 
as obvious extra tools in the analysis. RGM has however played an important role i 
the approach to an entangled problem, the exchange effects incorporated in the r — < 
optical potential. This will be discussed more closely in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 3 

Models and numerical results 

3.1 Essential features of halo transfer reactions 
Since the transition from the formal theory to numerical results involves approxima-
tions, some guiding assumptions about the dominant mechanisms are needed in the 
development of reaction models. This section treats the distinct features of halo nu-
clei as reaction partners, and how these are exploited or accounted for in the reaction 
models. 

3.1.1 L-space localization 
Halo nuclei are threshold phenomena, and thus strongly absorbed from the entrance 
channel. This is reflected in large imaginary parts in the optical potentials obtained 
by fitting elastic data. The important consequence of this is not primarily the result-
ing damping at small radii of the wave function describing the relative motion. This 
effect cannot be expected to be strong enough to simplify the reaction modeling in 
any significant way. What is to be discussed in this section is the indirect consequence 
of well-developed absorption which was found long ago by Austern [23], namely that 
the net contribution to inelastic scattering of strongly absorbed projectiles came from 
a few partial waves with orbital angular momentum L close to the grazing value. Fur-
ther studies showed that this L-space localization also is present in transfer reactions 
and occurs also for moderate absorption. 

The tedious decomposition into partial waves which has been avoided so far is 
entirely necessary for a discussion of L-space localization. Since the decomposition 
itself can be studied in all text books on standard scattering theory, only the result 
will be quoted. Omitting spin and channel references, the distorted waves appearing 
in the calculations, x ^ ( k , r) and x ^ (k, r), can be written in terms of partial waves 
like 

X (+ )(k,r) = (3-1) 
LM 

and 

X ( - > * ( k , r ) = (3.2) 
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where Yff are spherical harmonics and aL is the Coulomb phase shift. The radii 
functions ) are required to vanish at r = 0 to assure regularity of r' 
Outside the range of the nuclear part of the distorting optical potential, the radic 
functions take the asymptotic form 

fL(k,r) ^l-{HL*(kr)-rjLHL(kr)} (3.2 

where tjl is the reflection coefficient of the L'th partial wave and 

HL(kr) = GL(kr) + iFL(kr) (3.4 

where G^kr) and Fi(kr) are respectively the regular and irregular radial Coulom 
functions. For asymptotic values of r, these are related to the Coulomb phase shii 
as follows, 

G L ( k r ) ^ > cos0L, (3.E 
FL{kr) ^ ^ sin0L , (3.C 

where 

eL = k r - Z - ^ l n ( 2 k r ) - ^ + aL (3.7 

and z and Z are the proton numbers of the colliding nuclei, p is their reduced mas; 
and e is the elementary electronic charge. 

The centrifugal barrier does of course set an upper limit to the partial wave 
contributing to a reaction. What completes the L-space localization are the sma 
reflection coefficients t)l of the partial waves confined to the absorptive region. Thes 
are the partial waves with low L-values. Outside the range of the nuclear part of th 
optical potential such a low partial wave reduces approximately to 

fL(k,r)~l-HL*(kr) (3.8 

which is a purely ingoing wave. As it penetrates into the optical potential, its wav 
length and amplitude will only gradually be modified. This ingoing wave can be we' 
approximated throughout the range of the nuclear interaction by 

fL(k,r) ~ A(k,r)e~iK{r)r (3.9 

where A(k, r) is a slowly varying function of r, the local momentum K(r) is given b 

h2K(rf 
2/i 

= E — U(r) (3.10 

and U(r) is the real part of the optical potential. It is easiest to see the consequenc 
of this in the inelastic DWBA amplitude 

T™BA(ka,,ka) = J o f r Q x t r ( k ^ , r Q ) ^ a ( r a ) x L + ) ( k a , r Q ) (3.11 
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where 

Fa'aij^a) — (l*a> (3.12) 

is the matrix element of the local interaction Va, called the (local) form factor, which 
can be decomposed into the couplings Ff; ®La (ra) between the entrance and exit chan-
nel partial waves. The contributions to the DWBA amplitude from the low partial 
waves will be determined by the integrals 

poo 

I ? ° L a ~ / (3.13) 
Jo a 

which are small because of the rapid oscillation of . This effect is 
called phase averaging [23, 24] and is found to occur also in transfer reactions and for 
moderate absorption [25]. 

For the direct two-neutron removal process 

p + 6 He(n (8) n <g> a)—> t(n <g> n <g> p) + a (3-14) 

the DWBA results obtained by using the extreme di-neutron model for the 6He and 
t overlaps are very similar to those obtained with three-body overlaps. This can be 
understood as a consequence of phase averaging of the low partial waves, since the 
two different models can only be expected to yield similar results when the two halo 
neutrons are fare from the a core, and thus on the surface explored by the grazing 
partial waves. To higher orders in the CRC solution the phase averaging is obscured 
by back-couplings, so that this kind of model independence can only be expected in 
the channels which are mainly feeding flux into the others. Since the back-couplings 
of (3.14) are weak, the insensitivity to the two-neutron overlap models is persistent. 

The calculation was also insensitive to the p — a core-core interaction. This is 
of course to be expected if there is strong L-space localization, but cannot be taken 
simply as a confirmation of L-space localization. For weakly bound systems there 
are additional effects suppressing the influence of the core-core interaction. These are 
discussed in section 3.1.3. 

3.1.2 One-nucleon removal from Borromean halo nuclei and 
the Berggren theory 

One-nucleon removal from Borromean halo nuclei will always leave the core nucleus 
in an unbound state. The calculations of two-body nuclear overlaps therefore involve 
problems not encountered in the cases discussed in section 2.1.4, where both the sub-
clusters and the resulting nucleus are bound. These problems, which originate from 
the divergence of the lowest order estimate of the interaction between the transfered 
nucleon and the unbound core, are solved by Berggren [26]. 

The Berggren theory will now be applied for the overlap 

^ V e ( r n 5 t f e ) = (r^He, Xn^Hel^He) _ (3.15) 

where the sign above the 5He state denotes that it is a resonance and thus not 
self-adjoint. This requires two kinds of projection operators, 

P=\Xn$*He)(Xn$*He\ (3-16) 
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and 

P =\Xn$5He)(Xn$sHe\, (3 .1 / 

for truncating the state to the n + 5He channel. It is noticed that thes 
projection operators do not account for antisymmetrization of the neutron n wit 
respect to those in 5He. However, for the asymptotic divergence problems to b 
discussed here, this aspect is not relevant. 

The effective equation of [26] derived by means of these operators and their con 
mon complementary, 

Q = Q = 1 - P - P , ( 3 . 1 É 

reads 

{ E n s H e - T n 5 H e - S s H e - E ( E n s H e ) } P \ $ e H e ) = 0 ( 3 . H 

where 

~ { E n 5 H e ) - P U ( E n 5 H e ) P + P U ( E n s H e ) P G r u P ( E n s H e ) P U ( E n 5 H e ) P , ( 3 . 2 C 

U ( E n 5 H e ) = V n a H e + V n 5 H e Q G Q V Q { E n 5 H e ) Q V n s H e , ( 3 . 2 ] 

^PUp(.^n5He) — ~ ~ ~> (3.2 i 
E n W e — £sHe* ~ T n f > H e P — P U ( E n 5 H e ) P 

Q ^ ^ E n 5 H e — H s H e Q — T n 5 H e Q — Q V n 5 H e Q ^ 

and £&He is the complex energy of the 5He resonance. The effective binding interactic 
to be used in a WD calculation is given by the diagonal matrix element of E ( E n s H e 

The n® a overlap function is as usual given by 

/ 4 \ 1/2 

oZe
a(rna) = ( ! J (rnaXn$a|$We>, (3:24 

but due to the time reversal property, 

Xn^na) — (^naXn^a 
He), (3.21 

where it is implicitly understood that the angular momenta are reversed, the lowef 
order estimate of the effective binding interaction reads 

{*n\HeXn®We\Vn*He\
<b*HeXn*n\He) (3.2É 

x 
f 4 1 1 
•j V n i n 2 ( r n 5 H e + — r„2Q) + V n i a ( r n 5 H e — —rn2Q) > 
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where 0^e
Q(r„2 Q) is equal to 0^ |a(r n 2 Q ) except that the angular momenta are re-

versed. The damping factor is introduced according to the prescription of Zel'dovich 
[27]. If, for example, Vnin2 is represented by the zero-range form 

4 4 
Kim2(rnSffe + ^ rn2a) = Vo&{*n\He + (3-27) 

its contribution to the effective interaction will be 

(3.28) 

which is asymptotically proportional to 

(3.29) 

where 

= 2fj,na£aHe (3.30) 

and 

ICsfte = 9?/C 5#e + i^sKiHe (3.31) 

where ŝJCsue < 0, so that the first order estimate of the effective n — 5He binding 
interaction is divergent. 

The finding of Berggren is that the matrix elements involving the higher excited 
states of the unbound core, which appear in the higher order terms of the effective 
binding interaction are even more ill-behaved, and that the first and higher order 
divergent terms cancel. Due to this remarkable result, overlaps like C ^ % H e { r n

& H e ) c a n 

be computed by the WD method. The explicit form of the effective binding potential 
or its local equivalent is however unknown. The work of Berggren only assures that 
it is reasonably well-behaved at large radii. This gives considerable freedom in the 
modeling of these overlaps. The CRC calculations of this work were however not 
very sensitive to variations around the WS parameters of the standard prescription 
[6] for one-nucleon overlaps: r0 = 1.25 fm and a = 0.65 fm. The absorption arising 
from the higher order terms in the effective interaction is not taken into account in 
the calculations. There is no strong justification for this, only that the 5He width 
( r = 0.6±0.02 MeV [28]) is not very large, and there are other uncertainties connected 
with the description of one-neutron removal from 6He, arising both from the poorly 
known d — 5He optical potential and the sub-processes discussed in the next section. 

16 
V0O, n<8a\ A n 

e2iK^HeTn\He 

3.1.3 Core excitation versus momentum transfer 

There is an additional consequence of the Borromean nature that must be inves-
tigated, namely that continuous excitation of the unbound core takes place during 
one-nucleon transfer. For the process 

p + 6He(n®5He) — d { n ® p ) + 5He (3.32) 
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it is not expected that L-space localization justifies omission of contributions resultin 
from excitation of the 5He "core" which has a considerable extension. The questio 
is rather to which extent the 5He resonance and the weakly bound d and 6He system 
are able to absorb the momentum transfer resulting from interaction between th 
cores. 

Consider the computable PRIOR form of the direct DWBA amplitude, 

T$iiefp6He{kd5He, kp6He) (3.33 

4 \ 

1 J (xHe{^He)U^He\Vnp + Vp5He - Up6H(, \ Xp$«He xjj/k (kp6#e ) } 

=
 (X-dPHe (kd5//e ) tivp I Vnp ~ Up^Ie | On&HeX^fiHe ( ) ) / 4 \ 

+ f l J ( Æ e ( K ^ I I e K n Ø p ^ H e I VpzHe \$«HeX%e(K'^e)), 

where |£d) and are respectively the deuteron ground state and n®p overlap 
and the matrix element of the p — 5He core-core interaction contains the contribution 
that currently cannot be computed with the CRC codes. In the qualitative discussio: 
to follow, the a core in the three-body wave function of 6He can be regarded as inerl 
so this troublesome matrix element, denoted ctS T^cc j Cclll be expanded on the n <g> < 
5He overlaps; 

/
/ / \ * d * 

x l ^ H drn2aOl%l(rn2a)e-Er2^olgi(rn2a) 
me

 J 

X ^ g ^ p a { ^ d 5 H e ^ ^ n i p "f* 

X Onr^He' (rd5He + ^n^X^He^P^e, g rd$He ~ l^nxp) 

where the relations between the relative and internal coordinates of the two channel 
are given in Figure 3.1 and it is understood that the sum includes the 5He resonance 
and continuum states that can be coupled to the P3/2 ground state resonance by th 
p — 5He interaction. 

It is the interaction Vn2P between the proton and the second halo neutron tha 
is threatening a numerical analysis of this reaction. To estimate its significance, w 
represent this interaction by the zero-range form, 

1 4 1 4 
p(rd5He — 2r«iP ~ ~^rn2a) = VQ&{?d6He — — (3.35 

In contrast to the first order term of the effective n — 5He binding interaction discusset 
in the last section, the asymptotic divergence will now be unproblematic, since fo 
asymptotic values of 

fp^He d5He r, "IP (3.36 
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sHe 

Figure 3.1: Coordinates for the description of the p+6He(n<g>5He) —> d(n<g>p)+5He 
process. It is seen that vnsHe = rdsHe + \rnp and rpeHe = §xd&He ~ 

the norm of the product of the bound overlaps 

£n®P (vnlP)0^%He,(rdsHe +-rniP) . (3.37) 
2 

will decay faster. It is thus not necessary to invoke higher order terms in the scattering 
amplitude in order to prevent a physically unreasonable result. Ignoring Vpa and 
integrating over all coordinates gives 

Tccfk^He, kp6He) = y ^ J dk'dsHe j dknip J dkn,in J dk'p6He 

x Xdi e *(k d 5 f f e ,k ' d 5 H e )^ p *(k n i P ) (3.38) 

X kn2a + dBHe — ~kn i p — - k pt>He)On®a (kn2a) 

1 1 
X Ont&He' (-j^ifiHe + k„ip + ~k'p6He)Xp6He(kp6He, k'p6He) 

where the momentum is reversed in the Fourierér transform of because of the 
time reversal property. The Q-value of this reaction is quite low, 0.356 MeV, so that 

kd*He — k/'He, (3.39) 
/ \ * 

and the Fioriér transforms of the distorted waves, xdSHe O^d^He^'d5He)
 a n d 

k'p6#e) are peaked around kd&He and kp&He. For small scattering angles 
we can thus make the substitution 

1 1 2 
On&He'i 2k'd5i/e + kn i p + -k'p6He) ~ 0^%He, ( -k p e H e + k„ip) (3.40) 
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in (3.38). There is no conclusive upper estimate of the momentum a halo neutro 
with respect to the core. It is however clear that the product 

(n®p 0S-nip)OJ^iIjei{-k.p6He + 'knip) (3.4] 

will be ignorable for all values of kniP if the bombarding energy exceeds a certai 
value. For large scattering angles, 0^%He,(^kd5He + k„lP + \kpsHe) will grow, but the 
we have 

) (3.41 

- rkpej/e - -kniP)On^e
a(kn2a) 

which will be ignorable for all values of kniP and k„2a if, again, the bombarding energ 
is sufficiently high. The 5He continuum states having significant overlap with the 6H 
do not support sufficiently high momenta kn2a to prevent this. 

Summing up, provided the bombarding energy is not to low, contributions ii 
volving interactions with the core are suppressed both at small and large angle 
respectively due to the limited ability of the 6He and 5He systems to absorb the ri 
suiting momentum transfers. The weakly bound deuteron causes an overall reductic 
of these contributions. 

The question is if the actual energy, E/A=25 MeV, is sufficient to allow negle< 
of the resulting continuous core excitations. Contrary to the two-neutron removi 
case, the calculations was not entirely insensitive to the chosen core-core interactic 
at intermediate angles, where the estimates of this section are not conclusive, p 
5He interaction. At such intermediate angles the estimates given in this section ai 
not conclusive. This indicates contributions involving interactions with, and thi 
continuous excitation of, the residual 5He system. Since, as mentioned, these sul 
processes cannot be calculated explicitly, the numerical results, especially the applie 
n ® 5He spectroscopic amplitude, must be interpreted in the light of the resultin 
contamination of the modeled process. 

In order to exploit the fact that one-neutron removal involving continuous coi 
excitation can only be important when both halo neutrons are within the range < 
interaction with the incident proton, the p(6He, 5He)d process is in this work excli 
sively calculated in CRC together with the the competing direct two-neutron remov, 
process p(6He, a)t. 

3.2 Exhausting the two-channel approach to 
p ( 6 B . e , a ) t a n d p ( 6 H e , t ) a 

As discussed in section 2.2.3, it is quite simple to handle the effects of antisymmetrizi 
tion in the two-channel model space for these reactions, and they may be useful spec 
troscopic tools when their amplitudes are calculated separately. Although all previou 
DWBA attempts [29] have been only marginally successful, it seems worthwhile t 
exhaust the possibilities of the two-channel approach before introducing the grav 
complications related to antisymmetrization within a larger model space. 
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In the two-channel calculations the t + a optical potential plays an enhanced role 
due to the rather low energy (E/A= 25 MeV) and the entrance/exit channel ratios of 
reduced masses and potential strengths. In fact, in the preliminary analysis of Article 
1, the t + a optical potential turned out to be the most important input of all. There-
fore a separate investigation of this potential, discussed in section 3.2.2, was regarded 
as necessary in order to obtain conclusive results. The p(6He, a)t (p(6He, t)a) results 
obtained with the r — a potentials emerging from this investigation are presented at 
the end of this section. 

3.2.1 A delusive D W B A success 
In Article 1 a comparative DWBA analysis of 6Li(p, r)a (6Li(p, a)r) was carried out 
according to the standard procedure; optical potentials obtained by fitting elastic 
data were used to generate the distorted waves in both channels. This was regarded 
as useful for several reasons. First, the d + a separation energy of 6Li (1.47 MeV) is 
less than the binding energy of the deuteron (2.25 MeV), so the sequential transfer 
process 

p + 6Li(n <g> 5Li) —• d(n <g> p) + 5Li(p <g> a) —• r(p <g> d) + a (3.43) 

is not expected to obscure the two-channel treatment of 6Li(p, r)a at E /A= 25 MeV. 
Next, T + a elastic data at energies close to the exit channel center of mass en-
ergy are available. Therefore this analysis is free of the extra uncertainty of the 
p(6He, a)t (p(6He, t)a) case, where the t + a optical potential must be assumed simi-
lar to the T + a optical potential due to the lack of t + a data in the relevant energy 
region. It is however widely recognized that that the T + a optical potential is strongly 
influenced by exchange effects. These are already discussed in section 2.2.3 and will 
be treated in more detail in section 3.2.2 with references to many of the numerous 
papers devoted to the r — a interaction. The r + a optical potential obtained by 
fitting elastic data is therefore principally different from the local equivalents of the 
optical potentials appearing in the separate CRC equations before antisymmetriza-
tion is carried out. Therefore the application of this optical potential is dubious at 
smaller radii where the exchange effects are strongest. The question is to which extent 
the L-space localization in the entrance channel prevents exploration of this region. 

The relative smoothening of the calculated 6Li(p, r)a (6Li(p, a)r) differential cross 
section, compared to data in the left plot of Figure 3.2, was obtained by adding a 
D-component in the 10^l

T) overlap, which was not included in previous analyzes 
[19, 31]. Without the D-component, the calculated differential cross section got the 
more oscillatory shape, shown in the right plot of Figure 3.2, which is characteristic 
for the p(6He, a)t (p(6He, t)a) data, as shown in Figure 3.3. 

Since the overlap |C^ff) is a pure S state, the main explanation for the difference 
between the 6Li(p, r)a (6Li(p, a)r) and p(6He, a)t (p(6He, t)a) data was assumed to 
be found. Therefore a fit to the T + a elastic data at an appropriate center of mass 
energy, Ecm = 28 MeV; the Q-value of p(6He, a)t (p(6He, t)a) being 7.507 MeV, was 
done to extract the optical potential for a parallel DWBA calculation of this reaction. 
The result was discouraging. This motivated the preliminary inclusion of sequential 
transfer through the d + 5 He of Article 1. The results of this second order DWBA 
calculation are shown in Figure 3.4. 
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Figure 3.2: 
Left: Comparison between finite range DWBA and experimental 6 Li (p , r )a data [3( 
at E=25 MeV. 
Right: Same calculation, but without the .D-component included in the t ® r overla 
of 6Li. 

There may however be other reasons for the DWBA shortcoming. Before lea-\ 
ing the two-channel approach, a few apparent possibilities of improvement must b 
considered. The Q-value of 6Li(p, r ) a (6Li(p, a ) r ) is 4.018 MeV, significantly lowe 
than for p(6He, a)t (p(6He, t)a). Thus, despite a highly developed L-space localize 
tion in the entrance channel, the dominating partial waves penetrate deeper into th 
exit channel optical potential in the p(6He, a)t (p(6He, case. Eventual difference 
between the extracted r — a optical potential and the unknown t — a potential ma 
therefore play a role, since t(r) and a are tightly bound systems and consequently nc 
strongly absorbed at small radii. In addition, at smaller radii the difference betwee 
the real elastic wave function and the distorted wave generated by a local equivaler 
optical potential grows. In DWBA this can be handled by a Perey factor, as discusse 
in section 2.1.5. However, before these possibilities can be discussed further, the fin 
thing that must be done is to reduce the ambiguities of the r + a fit. 

3.2.2 The t — a optical potential problem 
A return to the fully consistent two-channel approach requires a t —a optical potenti; 
free of exchange effects. Some other difficult problems will also disappear togethc 
with the exchange effects. It is reasonable to assume that the eventual difference 
between the real parts of the t — a and r — a optical potentials are mainly related t 
exchange. Since the n — d separation energy of t is larger than the p — d separatio 
energy of r and the n — r separation energy of a is larger than the p — t separatio 
energy, it follows that one-nucleon exchange between t and a is confined to smalle 
radii and is less likely than between r and a. It also follows that three-nucleo 
exchange; p(n) oscillation between the t(r) cores, is more important in the t + > 
channel than in the r + OL channel. Two-nucleon exchange is intuitively unimportan 
and this point of view is supported by studies of the RGM exchange kernel [34, 35] 

Next, one-nucleon exchange gives deeper local equivalent optical potentials an 
thus larger Perey damping. This is firmly established for the r — a case, by phas 
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Figure 3.3: Comparison between p(6Hea)i data [50] (squares) and 6Li(p, r ) a data [30] 
(triangles) at E /A= 25 MeV. 

shift inversion [36], but is also a general feature of the folded nucleus-nucleus potential 
models including one-nucleon exchange exchange in the folded potential model [37, 
38]. The exception occur at lower energies where the depths are reduced by Pauli-
blocking. The latter is pointed out in [42] and confirmed by the analysis of the r — a 
optical potential in Article 2. The paradox of the folded potentials including exchange 
effects is that the increased depths support the Pauli- blocked states of relative motion. 
This is resolved by the super-symmetric transformation [39, 40] which throws out the 
blocked states without affecting the phase shifts by introducing a repulsive core in the 
partial waves supporting the blocked states [41]. The original intention of the work 
leading to the results of Article 2 was however to throw out all the exchange effects 
of importance, so that none of these problems appear at all. 

Local equivalent r + a optical potential 

Numerous investigations of the r 4- a elastic scattering data have been carried out 
over the years. The simple phenomenological Woods-Saxon (WS) fits [32] revealed 
discrete optical potential ambiguities, and no clear conclusions could be drawn since 
the data were not accurately reproduced. The source of this failure is suggested by 
the findings of RGM or phase shift analyzes (PSA). These predict a parity-dependent 
local equivalent potential of the form 

UTa(r) = Uw(r) + ( - 1 )LUM{r) + U30(r) LaT (3.44) 

where W, M and so refer to Wigner Majorana and spin-orbit terms, respectively. 
Investigation of the RGM exchange kernel [34, 35] suggests that the Majorana term 
originates mainly from three-nucleon exchange while one-nucleon exchange is incor-
porated in the Wigner potential and that two-nucleon exchange is ignorable. 
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Figure 3.4: 
Left: Comparison between second order DWBA and experimental p(6He, a)d dat 
[50] at E=151 MeV 
Right: Comparison between second order DWBA and experimental data [31] in t i 
intermediate d + 5He channel. 

However, in order to manage explicit antisymmetrization between the two cluster 
their single particle wave functions are represented by Gaussians in the RGM calci 
lations. This discrepancy between the empirical [33] and RGM r and a distributior 
has a direct consequence for the spin-orbit interaction. The spin-orbit interactio 
between a single nucleon N at r and the spin-saturated a particle is 

U£(r,a) = F(r)L-oN (3.4J 

where F(r) is approximately given by [6] 

provided the range of the nucleon-nucleon spin-orbit interaction vso is sufficiently shoi 
that the higher order terms of the expansion of the nucleon point density pa don 
contribute significantly to the integral. The average spin-orbit potential between t t 
r and the a stems mainly from the n — a interaction, 

Uso(r) = J dr'pn(r')F(\r' + t\), (3.4-

because the corresponding contribution of the two protons of r (forming an 5 = 
state) vanishes. Here pn is the point distribution of the unpaired neutron of r . Aft( 
integration over angles, (3.47) can be rewritten in the form 

f 4-7T \ 2ir f00 r°° 
Uso(r) = - i ^ j J — yo dr'pn(r')r' {pa(r + r') - pa(r - r')} J dsvS 0(s)s4 

> roo pco 
- / dr'pn(r')r' {pa(r - r') - pa{r' - r)} / d^ s o(S) .5

4 (3.46 
r Jr JO 
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where the second term on the right hand side can be ignored. This is seen from the 
Taylor expansion 

Pair - r') - pa(r' - r) 

= 2(r - r ' K ( O ) + i ( r ' - r) V ( 0 ) + - (3.49) 

Clearly, pd(0) must be equal to zero in order to avoid a discontinuity in the matter 
distribution. The higher powers in (r' — r), if they are non-vanishing, only contribute 
significantly to the integral when r is close to zero. Due to the centrifugal barrier 
these contributions are redundant components of the spin-orbit potential. Expanding 
pa(r ± r') around r in the first term then gives 

~ (?) *; giUV^} jf 
The central depression of the empirical a density, a consequence of Pauli-blocking, 
therefore cause a sign-shift in the leading term of the spin-orbit potential, as shown 
in Figure 3.5. For this reason the potential search of Article 2 was confined to the 
20-30 MeV interval of laboratory r energy, where both analyzing powers [43] and 
differential cross section data [43] are available. No analyzing power measurements 
are published for energies higher than 33 MeV. 

Figure 3.5: Empirical point proton density (dot-dashed line) of the a-nucleus derived 
from electron scattering [33] plotted together with its derivative divided by r (solid 
line). 

A previous phase shift analysis [43] gave resonant behavior in the P\/2-wave around 
25 MeV r energy. This must be understood to indicate a 7Be exchange resonance 
- not a potential resonance - and should therefore be related to the Majorana term 
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Figure 3.6: The r — a Wigner potentials plotted as function of laboratory r energj 

rather than the Wigner term. This was done in Article 2, where the obtained r — i 
potential set with best energy systematics, moved this resonance 3 MeV downward 

In order to obtain a local equivalent t — a optical potential applicable in th 
separate p(6He,a)t and p(6He, t)a CRC calculations it remains to throw out th 
incorporated one-nucleon exchange contributions from the Wigner potential obtaine 
by fitting elastic r + a data at the relevant energy. Since the local equivalents c 
the RGM exchange kernels contain undetermined polynomials of the center of mas 
energy E and r2 , there is presently no unambiguous method available for doing this 
The double Slater approximation [45] is apparently to crude for these light systemf 
Therefore it was attempted to extract these polynomials from the (E, r) plot of th 
Wigner potentials from Article 2 shown in Figure 3.6. Only a well-behaved polynomic 
to first order in E was found, 

where Uo(r) had the same depth 60 MeV) as the r — a folding potential obtaine' 
with the Minnesota [47] nucleon-nucleon interaction and the empirical1 r and a densi 
ties. Due to the repulsive core (not related to exchange) in the Minnesota interactio 
and the central depressions of r and a, this folding potential must represent a lowe 
estimate of the depth of the direct r — a potential. It was thus concluded that th 
second term of (3.51) contains the combined effects of Pauli-blocking, one-nucleon ex 
change contributions to the scattering amplitude and couplings to excluded channels 

Although the idea of extracting a proper CRC potential by throwing out all th 
exchange effects appears quite naive, especially since it didn't work, phase shift in 
version [36] supports the point of view that small contributions add roughly linear! 
to the scattering amplitude. Complete linearity is prevented by the two-potentic 
formula given in Appendix 1. Thus, if the one-nucleon exchange terms are not b 

L T h e neu t ron point density of a was set equal t o the empirical p ro ton poin t density. T h e neutro: 
point density of r was taken as a Gaussian, ad jus ted so t h a t t he rm.s m a t t e r radius of r wa 
reproduced by the neu t ron and p ro ton point densities. 

Uw(E,r)~U0(r) + EU1(r) (3.51 
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Figure 3.7: Optical model fit (solid line) to the differential r + a elastic cross section 
at 28 MeV center of mass energy. Data (points) taken from [46]. The dot-dashed line 
shows the scattering from the Wigner and spin-orbit potentials. 

large, a good approximation to the CRC potential should emerge if it was possible 
to throw them out. Now they represent the remaining defects of the CRC calcula-
tions of p(6He, a)t and p(6He, t)a) based on the Wigner potential obtained by the 
Ecm = 28 MeV fit shown in Figure 3.7. Two-nucleon exchange contributions and 
possible ambiguities can hardly be characterized as defects. 

The extracted Wigner potential is the average of the real and imaginary even/odd 
potentials of Figure 3.8. The non-standard r - a spin-orbit potential shown incor-
porating the influence of central depression of the empirical a density is shown in 
Figure 3.9. In Figure 3.10 the real part Wigner potential from the Ecm = 28 MeV fit 
is compared to a direct RGM potential. For simplicity, the chosen RGM potential is 
the one giving best fit to the r — a data in an early calculation of Tang et al.. The 
relatively larger depth of the Wigner potential is probably due to the incorporated 
one-nucleon exchange effects. The origin of the difference in the surface is less clear. 
It could be due to influence of excluded reaction channels, necessarily reflected in the 
Wigner potential but not in the RGM potential. 

3.2.3 Results of the two-channel calculations of 
p{6~He,a)t a n d p ( 6 H e , t ) a 

The p(6He, a)t and p(6He,t)o; amplitudes are now to be calculated separately and 
stored on files, as described in section 2.2.3. An external program is then used to 
calculate the differential cross section from their antisymmetric combination. Since 
the direct and exchange model spaces correspond to different truncations of the full 
scattering problem, the effective interactions to be used in the two calculations are 
formally non-identical. This may be exploited to circumvent the problems of con-
structing a local t — a potential appropriate for all radii, since the two processes are 
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Figure 3.8: 
Left: The real central potentials acting on the even (solid line) and odd (dot-dashec 
partial waves of the r — a motion. 
Right: The imaginary central potentials acting on the even (solid line) and odd (do 
dashed) partial waves of the r — a motion. 

sensitive to different regions of the exit channels. 
The comparison between the real part of the Wigner potential and the direct RGI 

potential in the last section last section suggest that the Wigner potential is too dee 
at small radii because of incorporated contributions from one-nucleon exchange. Th: 
causes a back-angle disaster in the calculated 

p + 6He(t ® t)—>a(t®p)+t (3.52 

amplitude as shown in the left plot of Figure 3.11 This artificial problem is typical fc 
DWBA calculations with t — a optical potentials obtained by fitting r — a elastic dati 
On the other hand, it did not occur in the DWBA calculation of 6Li(p, r ) a (6Li(p, a ) r 
Possible reasons for this were discussed in section 3.2.1. It is however likely that th 
t <g> r spectroscopic amplitudes of 6Li giving fit to the data have smaller absolut 
values than the real ones. 

If the RGM potential is used as real part in the direct process 

p + 6He(n <g> n ® a)—• t(n ® n ®p) + a (3.55 

as well as in the exchange process (3.52), the whole angular distribution is undei 
predicted, as shown in right plot of Figure 3.11. The relatively increased surfac 
strength of the RGM potential gives too much reflection in the direct exit channel. A 
the same time, the absence of incorporated exchange contributions makes the RGJ> 
potential too weak at small radii to cause a back-angle disaster in the calculate 
exchange process. 

Knowing the advantageous and fatal features of both potentials, a last two-channe 
calculation is done with the Wigner potential applied in the direct process (3.53) an 
the RGM potential in the exchange process (3.52). Figure 3.12 shows the result 
obtained with two different values of the t®t spectroscopic amplitude of 6He; —1.33 
(TISM) [49] and -0.755 [16]. The shortcoming of this last attempt and the tw 
previous disasters suggest a CRC calculation in a larger model space based on a t — t 
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Figure 3.9: The non-standard r — a spin-orbit potential incorporating central depres-
sion of the a-nucleus. 

optical potential which real part is something intermediate of the Wigner and the 
RGM potential. 

Although the back-couplings are sufficiently weak so that DWBA, and thus Perey 
factors, can be used, this is not attempted. Perey factors will at most give a gradual 
damping of the calculated differential cross sections at larger angles. The overall 
disagreement between the two-channel calculations and the data suggests that the 
reaction model is simply inadequate. 

Variation of the remaining inputs didn't change the results in any significant way. 
The two tested p —6 He optical potentials was obtained by identical fits to the few 
elastic data shown in Figure 3.13. Table 3.1 contains the WS parameters. Notice the 
relatively small diffusenesses of the real central terms. In the next section this will 
be seen to result from strong couplings to the d + 5He channel. 

Table 3.1: Woods-Saxon parameters of two p — 6He optical potentials obtained by 
identical fits to elastic data [50] at E /A= 25 MeV. Set II contains an additional 
spin-orbit term with parameters Vso = 2.77 MeV, rso = 0.76 fm and aso = 0.677 fm. 

Volume (Real) Volume (Imaginary) Surface (Imaginary) 
K 

[MeV] 
rv 

[fm] 
av 

[fin] 
w v 

[MeV] [fm] 
CLW 

[fm] 
Ws 

[MeV] 
T 

[fm] 
as 

[fm] 
I 41.3 1.12 0.589 3.55 1.57 0.989 2.12 1.56 0.914 
II 37.9 1.18 0.577 4.21 1.85 0.966 0.93 1.63 0.959 
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Figure 3.10: The real part of the Wigner potential compared to the direct RGI 
potential of [48]. 

3.3 Four-channel approach to 
p { 6 H e , a ) t , p ( 6 H e , t ) a and p(6He,5He)d 

The reaction model described in this section gives the final results and conclusior 
of this work, which will be published in Article 3. Since only certain aspects of ar 
tisymmetrization can be treated explicitly by the existing CRC codes, the model : 
partly heuristic, although based on plausible physical arguments and realistic input: 
However, all CRC calculations are to some extent heuristic, mainly because the ever 
tual consequences of non-locality can only be crudely accounted for, e.g. by radh 
cut-offs. For light nuclei it will always be questionable to which extent the absorptio 
quenches the contributions from small radii, where the differences between the wave 
generated by local and non-local potentials are largest. In addition, since the effe( 
tive interactions are never calculated explicitly, the optical potentials extracted froi 
elastic scattering data must be adjusted as more channels are brought into the mod< 
space. No unambiguous method for doing this has ever been developed. Therefore th 
apparent inadequacies of the two channel approach to p(6He,o;)t and p(6He, t)o. a 
ready excludes these reactions as possible spectroscopic tools, unless vast amounts c 
data become available, so the results of this section are mainly of reaction theoretia 
interest. 

3.3.1 Approximate antisymmetrization 

The strong dependence on the t — a potential in the two-channel calculations mean 
that the model space should be optimized with respect to minimization of non-localit 
effects, since these cannot be properly accounted for beyond DWBA. The stron 
Majorana term in the r — a potential, which is recognized to arise from neutro: 
oscillation between the r-cores, represents a lower estimate of the importance c 
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Figure 3.11: 
Left: Two-channel results obtained with the Wigner potential used in both the direct 
(dot-dashed line) and and exchange (dashed line) exit channels. 
Right: Two-channel results obtained with the RGM potential used as real part of the 
optical potential in both exit channels. 

proton oscillation between the t-cores, according to the discussion in section 3.2.2. 
It will thus be very difficult, not to say impossible, to account for this effect in a 
local t — a optical potential giving an overall good approximation to the relative 
wave function. The two-channel approach represented an opportunity to avoid this 
problem, by using Perey factors and DWBA, but failed in both respects because of 
the remaining one-nucleon exchange effects in the Wigner potential and a probably 
oversimplified description of the reaction mechanism. 

Since it is now necessary to base the calculation on a model of the "bare" t — a 
potential, represented by the direct RGM potential used in the last section, proton 
oscillation between the t-core will be included. It is problematic to include this extra 
process in the separate direct CRC calculations because both the «-protons can be 
transfered with equal probability and the two resulting channels are connected by 
one-nucleon-exchange, which is a non-direct coupling. The coupling scheme for the 
direct CRC calculations including three-nucleon exchange and omitting one-nucleon 
exchange will not be interpretable in terms of any real physical process. 

The CRC calculation of this section is therefore a FRESCO simulation of a CRC 
calculation in a fully antisymmetric model space. The exchange option in FRESCO 
then performs antisymmetrization at each stage of the iterative solution of the cou-
pled equations. The restriction is that exchange of less nucleons than those contained 
in one of the clusters cannot be executed explicitly, so also in this calculation one-
nucleon-exchange between t and a must be omitted. The advantage, compared to a 
direct CRC calculation only including three-nucleon exchange, is that the omission of 
one-nucleon exchange appears as an identifiable approximation to the exact antisym-
metric CRC equations, which actually exist [20]. With the underlying assumption 
that proton oscillation between the direct and exchange t + a channels is the most in-
fluent exchange coupling, this approximation may not be too bad. Besides, due to the 
large p + t separation energy, the t — t core-core potential is poorly determined. The 
dominant contribution to the one-nucleon exchange process will, in the crude zero-
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Figure 3.12: Total values of the differential cross sections calculated with the Wigm 
potential in the direct channel and the RGM potential in the exchange channel. T1 
solid line shows the result obtained with the TISM value [49] used for the t <g) 
spectroscopic amplitude. The dash-dotted line shows the result obtained with tl 
value of Aray, Suzuki and Lovas. 

range interaction approximation, be similar to the contribution from the core-coi 
interaction to the three-nucleon exchange. Thus, with the simple t — t potentials thj 
actually can be used in the calculations, it is not possible to tell whether one-nuclec 
exchange is partly accounted for or not. Finally, by performing approximate ant 
symmetrization during the calculation, accumulation of Pauli-blocked contributior 
to the final solutions is partly prevented. 

The forward angle failure of the two-channel calculations also suggests inclusic 
of the sequential neutron transfer process 

p + 6He(n ® 5He) —• d(n <g> p) + 5He(n ® a) —> t(n ®d) + a. (3.54 

The truncated antisymmetric scattering state projecting on the d 4- 5He channel an 
the direct and exchange t + a channels in addition to the p + 6He entrance channel 

PAAp»He j (kp6//e)) = Ap6He\xP^Heu{^le(kpeHe)) (3.5-

+ Ad5He\^dsHeu^le(kp6He)) 

+ Ata\$t®au£\kp6He)) 

where e(kp6He)), \u^e(kp6He)) and |tt^(kp6 f f e)) are different from the CRC s( 
lutions obtained by truncating l^p^eOVfe)) before antisymmetrization between 
and 6He is executed. This is because the projection operator PA of (3.55) is entirel 
permutation invariant, in contrast to the projection operators of the "unsymmetric 
problem, like the one given in Appendix 2. 

Figure 3.14 shows the coupling scheme of this calculation. The triton transfc 
from 6He turned out to play a modest role in the two-channel calculations whei 
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Figure 3.13: Optical model fit (solid line) to the differential 6He + p elastic cross 
section (circles) at 151 MeV 6He energy. Data taken from [50]. 

the exit channel potential was not too deep. For this reason all transfer processes 
where the transfered cluster is heavier than the cores are omitted in this calculation. 
This choice rules out the p + 6He and d + 5He exchange channels from the model 
space. Since the direct d + 5He channel then is coupled to both the t + a and the 
a + t channel, it is necessary to keep track of the nucleons occupying the involved 
sub-clusters. If the two-neutron removal proceeds by the transfers 

Pi + 6He(nin2n3n4P2P3) —> t{n2nipi) + a(n3n4p2ps), (3.56) 

Pi + 6 H e ( n i n 2 n 3 n 4 P 2 P 3 ) —• d(nxpi) + 5He(n2n3n4p2P3) —> t(n2riipi) + a(n3n4pip2) 

and their coherent contributions, the triton transfer processes with the correct relative 
permutation of the nucleons are 

Pi + 6H.e(nin2n3n4p2p3) —> ot(n2nip2pi) + t(n3n4p3), (3.57) 

Pi + 6He(nin2n3n4p2p3) —> d(nipi) + 5He(n2n3n4p2P3) —> o>(n2nip2pi) + i(n3n4p3) 

and their coherent contributions. It is seen that a minimal rearrangement coupling 
between the common intermediate channel and the triton transfer channel requires 
an odd number of permutations of the nucleons within the clusters. Therefore the 
sign must be changed for one of the spectroscopic amplitudes, for example the d®d 
amplitude of the a nucleus, appearing in the interaction and non-orthogonality kernels 
in the calculation of the sequential triton transfer process 

p + 6He(n <g> 5He) —> d{n®p) + 5Ue{d®t) —> a(d®d) + t. (3.58) 
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d+ 5He 

Figure 3.14: Scheme of the couplings included in the four-channel CRC calculatioi 
The symbols joining the lines denote the transfered clusters. 

3.3.2 The d + 5He channel 
Although the error bars of thep(6He,5 He)ddata [50] are large 30%), these data ar 
very important for analysis of the p(6He, a)t (p(6He, t)a) interference problem, wher 
the effects of various contributions to the two processes are highly non-linear. Withou 
the p(6He,5 He)d data, the uncertainties connected with the d — 5He optical potentk 
would give too much freedom in the modeling of the sequential transfer contributions 
The p(6He,5 He)d reaction is also interesting with respect to the Borromean feature 
discussed in section 3.1.2 and 3.1.3. 

The adiabatic deuteron optical potential 

A plausible explanation for the shortcomings of the preliminary second order DWBi 
calculation of the sequential neutron transfer in Article 1, as well as the first orde 
DWBA calculation of p(6He,5 He)d in [31] is the inadequacy of the applied Iocs 
equivalent d — 5He optical potentials to incorporate the four-body effects on th 
relative motion in this channel. Compared to a first order p + 6He —> d + 5H 
DWBA calculation, a full CRC calculation according to the scheme of Fig. 3.1 
explicitly accounts for part of the four-body problem by activating the n — a interna 
internal motion of 5He. The influence of low-lying deuteron break-up channels, oi 
the other hand, is attempted incorporated in the d — 5He optical potential accordin; 
to the adiabatic prescription of Johnson and Soper [51]. These authors found that th 
deuteron break-up effects on A(d,p)B stripping reactions could be well accounted fo 
in zero-range DWBA by using the potential 

f drnp {UjiA^dA + 2rnp) "t" UpA(rdA ~ I1"™?*) } Vnp(rnp)£np(rnp) ^ ^^ 
f drnpVnp(rnp)^p(rnp) 

to generate the distorted wave in the d + A channel. Here UnA and Upa are thi 
individual optical potentials for the neutron and the proton of the deuteron at hal 

UdA{rdA) 
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the deuteron bombarding energy. The D-state of the deuteron is ignored, and Vnp and 
are the binding potential and the ground state S-wave function of the deuteron. 

The adiabatic approximation leading to (3.59) is to ignore the difference in relative 
kinetic energy between the low-lying deuteron break-up channels and the d+A channel 
where the deuteron is in its ground state. In a subsequent study of Rawitscher [52] 
this approximation was found to be good at energies above the Coulomb barrier 
when the neutron is transfered to an orbit with a I — ±1 difference in orbital angular 
momentum, as in p(6He,5 He)d 

However, since the optical potentials Un5He and Up$He must be guessed (no data 
available), the Pandora's box of potential parameters is still open. Some guidance 
to the model potential is given in [53] where it was found that the real part of 
the adiabatic potential (3.59) is typically wider, but less deep and less diffuse, than 
the sum of the neutron and proton potentials folded over the deuteron density, and 
that the surface absorption is pushed somewhat inward. The radius and diffuseness 
parameters must apparently be large for both the real part and the surface absorption 
of the n(p) effective interactions with the residual 5He. The Woods-Saxon (WS) 
parameters used in the calculation are given in Table 3.2. The surface absorption is 
peaked inside the real well, according to the prescription of [53]. 

Table 3.2: Woods-Saxon parameters for the d — 5He optical potential applied in the 
CRC calculations. 

Volume (Real) Surface (Imaginary) 
n Tv av Ws rs as 

[MeV] M [fm] [MeV] [fm] [fm] 
90.0 1.90 0.73 1.15 1.85 0.73 

Discretized Continuum treatment of the overlap 

In the four-channel CRC equations, the coupling that is supposed to account for the 
remaining four-body problematics in the d — 5He channel is, in POST form, 

( \ ) ( ^ a \ V t a - U t a \ ^ m e u ^ ]
H e { k p m e ) ) (3.60) 

= (OUd\Vna + Vda - Uta\OlZu^He(kpeHe)), 

which requires calculation of the interaction kernel 

) = ( r t* ,0^ d \V n a + V d a - U t a \ 0 : Z , r d . H e ) (3.61) 
snt \/n5He / 1 5 1 0 > 

- Un®d {~^Tta ~ ^rrfSffeJC'ngial-—-rto ~ ^ d ^ H e ) 

Ur Z15 1 0 \ j r- / 3 5 % T i l \ 
x S Vna{Yrtot - -^-rd5He) + ^dai^ta ~ -jT<PHe) ~ Utakta) 

where the second line is the channel overlap appearing in the non-orthogonality cor-
rection term to (3.60). The applied relations between internal and relative coordinates 
are readily deduced from a scheme analogous to Figure 3.1. 
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FRESCO decomposes (3.61) into components I ^ ^ J (rtQ, rdsHe) which are store 
on files and subsequently used in the iterative solution of the coupled equations. Tt 
unbound nature of 5He thus causes a computational problem, since the radial overla 
function does not decay to zero sufficiently fast as r —Y oo to make the calculatic 
of the interaction kernel converge. In FRESCO this is solved by the Discretizt 
Continuum method (see [13] and references therein) where the slowly decaying overla 
function is replaced by a weighted average of continuum states, 

t>k+Ak/2 / rk+Ak/2 

Oi(k, r) —> / dk'u>i(k')Oi(k',r) / / dk'\co[(k')\2 , (3.65 
Jk-Ak/2 / Jk-Ak/2 

so that the Fourierér contraction makes the resulting overlap square integrable. 1 
obtain this, the range of integration, Ak cannot be too small. Therefore the weightin 
function uj(k') must somehow include the fc-dependent effects on the transfer problen 

To first order in the CRC solution (DWBA) the scattering amplitude is by (3.65 
computed as an integrated continuum of contributions. For resonances it is recon 
mended [54] to use 

ui{k') = fi(k'Y, (3 .6 ; 

where fi(k') is the scattering amplitude of the continuous overlap function, whic 
asymptotic solution contains the outgoing scattered wave fi{k')elkr/r, in order t 
reflect the fast change in the contributions to the scattering amplitude of the transfc 
process. This is the weighting used in the computation of (3.61). The 0.894 Me' 
5He(n<g)a;) resonance was discretized into 340 'bins' in the 0.05 to 1.70 MeV interva 
For each bin k r ) is found by solving the equation 

+ ^ + £ - 2j^Una(r)} ( r O ^ f a r ) ) = 0 (3.64 

where Una(r) (see Article 3) is the same as used for the n(p) — a motion in in 
coordinate space Fadeev calculation [55] of 6Li. 

It is however clear that something is lost by this step, at least at higher order i 
the CRC solutions, where the kernel (3.61) actually appear in the present calculatioi 

3.3.3 Results of the four-channel calculations 

Although CRC calculations with re-normalized optical potentials are more heuristi 
than DWBA calculations with fixed entrance and exit channel optical potentials, 
CRC calculation which reproduces the data in all the included channels must b 
assigned a higher theoretical value than DWBA. The results shown in Figures 3.U 
3.16 and 3.17, obtained with realistic interactions and nuclear models, indicate tha 
the four-channel approach has grasped the essentials of the p(6He, 5He)(i, p(6He, a) 
and p(6Ue,t)a mechanisms. 

Since the p — 6He optical potential is not decisive for the results in the transfe 
channels only a limited processor time is spent on its re-normalization. It did howeve 
appear necessary to increase the relatively small diffuseness of the real part of th 
p — 6He optical potential fitted to elastic data. The results obtained in the p + 6H 
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Figure 3.15: Comparison of the CRC results for the p + 6He channel obtained with 
the optical potential set II of Table 3.1 with (solid line) and without (dot-dashed line) 
re-normalization. 

channel with potential II of Table 3.1 and the re-normalized p — 6He potential are 
compared in Figure 3.15. A future project is to relate the difference between these 
results to the L-dependence in optical potentials for proton scattering from light 
nuclei, where it has been shown by Mackintosh and Kobos [56] that coupling to (p, d) 
pick-up channels is one important origin. Fitting of L-dependent potentials does 
however require far more data than are measured in the p + 6He channel. 

The persistent back-angle peak in the calculated p(6He, 5He)c£ differential cross 
section seen in Figure 3.16 is a first order (DWBA) focus of McCarthy type [57, 58, 59]; 
the entrance channel distorted wave is focused in the forward direction 0 = 0° and 
the ingoing exit channel distorted wave has a focus at 180° — 6cm where 6cm is the 
scattering angle. Therefore the foci overlap if 9cm — 180°. Since the focus effects tend 
to be sensitive to the radial location of the interaction kernel [57, 59], more back-angle 
data would be informative. 

The strong transition 

d + 5He(n (g> a)—> t(n <g> d) + a (3.65) 

largely explains the shortcomings of previous first[31]- and second order (Article 1) 
DWBA calculations with d + 5He as exit and intermediate channel. 

Figure 3.17 shows the complexity of the p(6He, a)t (p(6He, t)a)) interference prob-
lem, where the sequential triton transfer process plays a larger role than expected. 

Article 3 gives more details on overlaps, spectroscopic amplitudes, sub-cluster 
interactions and re-normalization of optical potentials. 
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Figure 3.16: Comparison between the CRC result (solid line) and data [50] for tl 
p(6He,5He)<i reaction. The dashed line shows the result of omitting the couplings t 
both the direct and exchange t + a channels. The dot-dashed line shows the result < 
omitting the coupling to the exchange t + a channel only. 

Figure 3.17: Comparison between the CRC result (solid line) and data for th 
p(6He, a)t (p(6He, t)a) reaction. The dashed line shows the result of omitting bot 
sequential neutron transfer and sequential triton transfer through the d+5He channe 
The dot-dashed line shows the result of omitting sequential triton transfer only. 
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Chapte r 4 

Summary and conclusions 

This work was devoted to nucleon induced transfer reactions having the potential 
to probe the sub-cluster structures of the benchmark halo nucleus 6He, without the 
question marks the necessarily omitted exchange effects tend to put behind the CRC 
results when both collision partners are composite systems. Still, the exchange com-
plications entered the analysis in an ironic way: The high Q-value of the p(6He, a)t 
and p(6B.e,t)a reactions caused sensitivity to the t — a optical potential at small 
radii, where the one-nucleon exchange effects are strongest. Since the attempt to 
throw them out of the extracted tau — a potential failed, it was necessary to extend 
the model space to avoid a too difficult modeling of the local equivalent t — a poten-
tial. By this step, all the complications originating from antisymmetrization within 
a larger model space entered the analysis. 

However, the persistent failures of the two-channel calculations of this and previous 
works can hardly be due to incorrect treatment of exchange effects only, so the loss 
of simplicity is probably illusory. Even at small angles, where the surface processes 
dominate, none of the two-channel calculations with various choices of t — a optical 
potentials managed to reproduce the p(6He, a)t (p(6He, t)a) data. This motivated 
inclusion of sequential transfers through the d + 5He channel, where the sequential 
triton transfer process, included just for consistency in the coupling scheme of the four-
channel calculation, turned out to be more influent than expected. The satisfactory 
reproduction of both the p(6He, 5He)d and the p(6He, a)t (p(6He, t)a) data by the 
four-channel approach and the required re-normalization the real part of the p — 6 He 
optical potential are strong indications of substantial contributions from sequential 
transfer of the halo neutrons at this energy. 

The conclusions that can be drawn from this work are limited by the modest 
amount of available data. This limitation does however regard structure aspects 
rather than reaction mechanisms. It has been shown that the existing data can be 
explained by means of the methods of standard reaction theory, although not by 
the simplest prescription - DWBA with optical potentials obtained by fitting elastic 
data in the coupled channels. It is also found that the problems connected with the 
reproduction of these data do not originate from inadequate nuclear models. The 
best available three-body overlap models are used in the calculations. The sensitivity 
to two-body overlaps that could not be compared with microscopic models like the 
t®t overlap of 6He is investigated by variation of parameters in the WD calculations. 
Within reasonable limits, the sensitivity to these parameters was found to be weak. 
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Except from the unavoidable sensitivity to the spectroscopic amplitudes, the ii 
sensitivity to the binding potentials used for the weakly bound clusters is largei 
caused by the L-space localization discussed in section 3.1.1. For the overlaps < 
the lightest clusters involved, except the deuteron, the insensitivity follows from tl 
large separation energies which give overlaps constricted in space independent of tl 
detailed geometry of the binding potential. 

The question that must be asked in the end is how the transfer experimen 
should be designed in order to serve as useful probes for halo structure. Simpl 
reaction mechanisms than those identified in this work should be pursued in ord< 
to get conclusive results. If the 6He beam is directed against a heavier target, lil 
12 C, at an appropriate energy, the exchange complications will be reduced by J 
space localization, and cleaner tests of the one- and two-neutron overlaps should I 
possible. However, the L-space localization will probably cause some degree of mod 
independence also in this case. It appears that decisive tests of the t ® t componei 
will be very hard to achieve. 
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Chapter 5 

Articles 

Article 1: Comparative coupled channels studies 0/6Li(p, r)a and 
p{6He, a)t at E/A=25 MeV, 
H. Heiberg-Andersen, J. S. Vaagen and I. J. Thompson 

This article is published in Nuclear Physics A690 (2001), page 306c, and contains the 
results and conclusions of a preliminary comparative analysis of thep6(He, a)t (p6(He, t)a) 
and 6Li(p, r ) a (6Li(p, a ) r ) data. 

Article 2: A new phenomenological r — a interaction, 
H. Heiberg-Andersen, R. S. Mackintosh and J. S. Vaagen 

Article 2 contains the results of a separate investigation of the phenomenological r — a 
optical potential. This article is to published in Nuclear Physics A. 

Article 3: Investigation of 6He reaction mechanisms through CRC 
analysis of p(6He,a)t and p(6He, 5He)d data, 
H. Heiberg-Andersen, J. S. Vaagen, I. J. Thompson and N. Timofeyuk 

This article concerns the CRC calculations leading to the final conclusions of this 
thesis work. It will be submitted to Nuclear Physics A. 
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Comparative coupled channels studies of 6Li(p,r)a and p(6He,a)t at 
E / A = 25 MeV 

H. Heiberg-Andersen3, , J. S. Vaagen3, and I. J. Thompson13 

aSENTEF, Institute of Physics, University of Bergen, N-5007 Bergen, Norway 
bDepartment of Physics, University of Surrey, Guildford GU2 7XH, United Kingdom 

Comparative coupled channels channels studies of 6Li(p,r)a and p(6He,a)t at E /A= 25 
MeV is carried out in order to clarify the reaction mechanisms as well as the role played 
by the different cluster substructures of 6Li and 6He. 

I. Introduction 

It is recognized that the 6Li(p,r)o; back angle enhancement is caused by a (tigir) com-
ponent in the 6Li wave function. The rather modest success of previous DWBA analyses 
of this reaction [1,2] led us initially to assume significant coupled channels effects at this 
energy. In the course of the calculations, however, we found that this reaction can be well 
described in finite range DWBA, with a proper choice of optical and core-core potentials. 
The phenomenological (t(g>r) spectroscopic factor is found to be substantial, although 
significantly smaller than the theoretical value. 

The next goal of our analysis is to determine if the p(6He,a)t cross section contains 
the signature of a corresponding (t®t) component in 6He. To reproduce the data it was 
necessary to include sequential transfer through the 5He+d channel. It was anticipated 
that this mechanism should be more important for this reaction than for 6Li(p,r)a since 
the two nucleons outside the a core are less bound in 6He than in 6Li. Although this inter-
mediate channel raises questions concerning both overlaps and potentials, the calculation 
suggests a (t<S>t) spectroscopic factor close to the theoretical value. 

2. The 6Li(p,r)cv reaction 

The contributions to the 6Li(p,r)o; differential cross section can be divided into a "di-
rect" term, 

p+6Li(d <8> a)—> r (p <8> d) + a, (1) 

and an "exchange" term 

p+6Li(t ® r) —y a(p ® t) + r, (2) 

where the latter is assumed to cause the back angle enhancement. 
Common to previous DWBA analyses of this reaction at low energy, is a quite poor 

determination of the T + a optical potential. In the relevant energy region (Q = 4.018 
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MeV), the r + a elastic scattering is strongly influenced both by exchange and elastic 
transfer, and thus the data could not be fitted by simple Woods-Saxon or Gaussian 
potentials. Of the potentials we derived by model independent fits, the one we regarded 
as the most physically reasonable has a shape similar to the new group of single-particle 
potentials developed from the Woods-Saxon potential [3]. For the p(6He,o;)t reaction 
(Q = 7.507 MeV), we did a new fit to the r + a data at the corresponding exit channel 
energy. We did not find any t+a data in this region. 

The phenomenological p+6Li optical potentials appearing in the literature revealed 
severe ambiguities when used as input to the 6Li(p,p')6Li(3+, 0+) and the 6Li(p,r)a cal-
culations. Especially the transfer calculations showed large variations with different p+6Li 
optical potentials. Therefore we performed a fit to the 24 Mev n+6Li elastic data, ini-
tialized by the global proton-nucleus parametrization of the optical potential [4]. This 
potential improved slightly the inelastic scattering calculations. When used together with 
the selected r - fc t optical potential in the 6Li(p,r)o; calculation, satisfactory DWBA post-
prior equivalence was satisfied. 

The second peak in the differential cross section of Fig. 1 is a signature of the "ex-
change" mechanism (2). Transfer of t is most effective when p and r are in a relative 
s-state, because then they repel each other, while t is attracted by p. Thus contributions 
from this mechanism favour the back angle region. 

Figure 1. Comparison between finite range DWBA and experimental data [6] at E=25 
Mev. 

Another peculiar feature is the role played by the (t<8>r) rf-state component of 6Li. 
Contributions from this term do not interfere with the rest of the transfer amplitude, and 
provides a smoothening of the differential cross section. 
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Finally we included the 3+ and 0+ states of 6Li in a full CRC calculation, and got 
only a few percent deviation from DWBA. From this we conclude that the coupled chan-
nels effects on this reaction are comparable with the uncertainty connected with their 
calculation. 

3. The p( 6 He,a)t reaction 

In common with earlier works [5,1] it is our experience that the p(6He,a)t differential 
cross section cannot be reproduced in any detail by DWBA. We also find that the r + a 
optical potentials fitted to elastic scattering at the correct energy underpredict the data 
in DWBA. This suggests that, due to the temporarily large distance between the two halo 
nucleons, a considerable part of the reaction proceeds by sequential transfer through the 
5He+d channel. 

In our calculation, both peaks in the angular distribution of Fig. 2a are formed by the 
interference between the "direct" and "exchange" terms, 

6He(a ® 2n) + p —> a + t(2n ® p), and 6He(t ® t) + p —> t + a(i <g> p), (3) 

and the sequential transfer term, 

6He(a ® 2n) + p —> 5He(o; <g> n) + d —• a + t(n <g> d). (4) 

Since the 5He+d potential cannot be derived from any data, uncertain parameters are 
brought into the analysis. First we did a few full CRC calculations, which showed a 
suspicious dependence on the non-orthogonality contribution to the transfer kernel which 
couples the 5He+d channel and the a + t channel. Thus we retreated to second order 
DWBA, where these terms cancel in the prior-post form, and adjusted the 5He+d potential 
until the scattering into both channels was reasonably reproduced. The results are shown 
in Fig. 2. 

In this model, the (t®t) component of 6He does not affect the scattering into the 
5He+d channel noticeably, such that the parametrization of the 5He+d potential is mainly 
correlated with the other substructures of 6He. It should also be mentioned that, due 
to the attractive core-core potential, the "exchange" mechanism in this reaction is less 
effective than in the 6Li(p,r)a reaction. Thus the (t<g>t) component can be quite large 
without causing anomalous back angle enhancement. The spectroscopic amplitude used 
in this calculation, J4(t®t)25 — -1.1, is quite close to the theoretical value (-1.297). The 
remaining amplitudes are identical to their theoretical values. 

4. Conclusions 

Although we have achieved a reasonable reproduction of the data, we do not consider 
our calculations as final. First of all, we need to investigate more closely the core-core 
potentials and the shape of the nuclear overlaps at small radii. Especially the (t<g>r) and 
(t®t) distributions are important. Next we must reduce the ambiguities connected with 
the 5He+d channel. We claim however that the reaction mechanisms are clarified, and 
that further progress requires improved structure input in the form of multicluster RGM 
calculations. 
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Figure 2. a) Comparison between second order DWBA and experimental data [7] at 
E=151 MeV. b) Comparison between second order DWBA and experimental data [1] in 
the intermediate channel. 
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A new phenomenological r — a interaction 

H. Heiberg-Andersena, R. S. Mackintosh13 and J. S. Vaagen3, 

aSENTEF, Institute of Physics, University of Bergen, N-5007 Bergen, Norway 
bDepartment of Physics, The Open University, Milton Keynes, MK7 6AA, United 
Kingdom 

We present a potential model, with distinctive features, reproducing angular distribu-
tions and analyzing power data for r — a scattering from 20 to 30 MeV r energy with 
regular variation of the parameters. The distinctive features are: (1) a spin-orbit term 
which incorporates the influence of central depression in the a nucleus, and, (2) central 
terms which are strongly parity dependent. The parity dependence of the real central 
term is such that the odd-parity component has both a greater rms radius and greater 
volume integral than the even-parity component. These parity dependence characteristics 
had been predicted by the inversion of the RGM S-matrix. Our result supports a consid-
erable contribution from three-nucleon exchange processes. The predicted 1 /2 - level of 
7Be is shifted 3 MeV relative to a previous one-level R-matrix formula fit, and depends 
strongly on the geometry of the spin-orbit potential. 

PACS: 24.10.Ht, 25.10,+s, 25.55.-e, 21.45,+v 

Version of July 3, 2002 

I. Introduction 

Numerous investigations of the r + a elastic scattering data have been carried out over 
the years. The simple phenomenological Woods-Saxon (WS) fits [1] revealed discrete 
optical potential ambiguities, and no clear conclusions could be drawn since the data 
were not accurately reproduced. The source of this failure is suggested by the findings of 
resonating group method (RGM) or phase shift analyses (PSA): these predict a parity-
dependent local equivalent potential (see the references cited in Section 2 of this paper). 
The discrete ambiguities in the WS fits are probably related to the absence of a parity 
dependent term. The angular distribution at backward angles arises naturally from parity 
dependence and is very sensitive to interference of partial wave amplitudes and attempts 
to reproduce it can be partially simulated by the shape of the potential at small radii. 
In this paper we will confront the data with a phenomenological r + a potential having 
a parity-dependent central component suggested by RGM together with a non-standard 
spin-orbit term with a geometry reflecting the realistic density of the a nucleus. 

Although RGM studies have shed considerable light on the nature and significance of 
the various exchange terms, the spin-orbit force has been over-simplified for two reasons: 
i) generally, only differential cross-sections have been fitted and these are not very sensitive 
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to spin-orbit forces, and, ii) the very complex RGM calculations were simplified by the 
use of Gaussian wave functions for the r and a. The empirical matter distributions [2] of 
r and a are, however, by no means like Gaussians. Since the nucleon-nucleon spin-orbit 
force is of short range, this discrepancy is likely to lead to shortcomings in the shape of 
the spin-orbit interaction, leading to poor analyzing powers. 

In the next section we introduce a r + a spin-orbit potential based on a more real-
istic geometry. The remaining components of the trial potential are in accord with the 
accumulated knowledge from RGM and PSA. This strategy expresses confidence in the 
qualitative features of the potentials predicted by these methods. After simultaneous fits 
to elastic scattering and analyzing powers from 20 to 30 MeV r energy, we compare the 
potentials that we find, and their phase shifts, with the results of previous analyses. 

2. Local equivalent r + a optical potential 

It has been known for many years [3,4] that fully antisymmetrized RGM [5] r + a 
scattering calculations lead to an S-matrix exhibiting a very marked odd-even staggering. 
Analysis of the ./V-particle exchange contributions [6,7] revealed that this parity depen-
dence is predominantly due to 3-nucleon exchange. One-nucleon exchange contributes, as 
it does in nucleon scattering, a component the local equivalent of which is energy depen-
dent but parity independent. The role of two-nucleon exchange is much smaller. Most 
attempts to represent parity dependence phenomenologically, e.g. [8], have been in terms 
of a potential with Wigner and Majorana terms of the same radial form: 

where V(r) is the parity-independent Wigner term and CV(r) is the Majorana component; 
an exception is the work of Roos et al [9]. 

The odd-even staggering of the RGM elastic channel 5-matrix, as a function of orbital 
angular momentum L, is very marked for r + a scattering. Early attempts to relate this 
to potential models were initiated by [3] who evaluated trivially equivalent potentials for 
each partial wave. Later, direct inversion of the RGM S-matrix, Slj [10,11] ( J = L ± l / 2 ; 
early RGM calculations omitted spin), using IP inversion [12], yielded a central potential 
of the form 

where the subscripts W and M refer to the Wigner and Majorana terms. The various 
inversion results, together with direct inspection of RGM SLJ, point unmistakably to 
the existence of a substantial Majorana term having a very different radial form to the 
Wigner term. When U(r) is expressed in terms of even- and odd-parity potentials, ?7E(r) = 
U-w(r)+Uu(r) and Uo(r) = U-w(r) — Uu(r), the odd-parity potential Uo has a considerably 
greater volume integral and also greater mean square radius than the even-parity potential 
Ue- This cannot be confirmed directly by fitting the RGM cross-section to data since the 
inclusion of all exchange terms imposes the cost of both a simplified NN force and a lowest 
harmonic oscillator nuclear configurations [13]. It is therefore of great interest to see if 
these firm theoretical predictions can be supported by high quality fits to data. Such an 
agreement exists for the nucleon-o; system where both empirical and RGM Slj imply [14] 
a very similar relationship between UE and Uq• 

V(r)(l + C(-1)L) (1) 

U(r) = Uw(r) + (-l)LUM(r) (2) 
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In this paper, we search for a r + a potential of the form 

U(r, aT) = Uw(r) + ( - 1 )LUu(r) + Uso(r)L • <rT (3) 

where the spin-orbit term Uso is parameterized in a way that relates it as closely as possible 
to the nuclear densities. 

The spin-orbit interaction between a single nucleon N at r and the spin-saturated a 
particle is 

U?0(r,o) = F(r)L-aN 

where F{r) is approximately given by [15] 

(4) 

r OO 
/ vS0(s)s4ås 
Jo 

(5) F(r) = - f" K ' \ 3 ) r dr Jo 

provided the range of the nucleon-nucleon spin-orbit interaction vso is sufficiently short 
that the higher order terms of the expansion of the nucleon point density pa don't con-
tribute significantly to the integral. 

Figure 1. Empirical point proton density (dot-dashed line) of the a-nucleus derived from 
electron scattering [2] plotted together with its derivative divided by r (solid line). 

The average spin-orbit potential between the r and the a stems mainly from the n — a 
interaction, 

Uso(r) = J dr'pn(r')F(\r'+ t\), (6) 
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because the corresponding contribution of the two protons of r (forming a S = 0 state) 
vanishes. Here pn is the point distribution of the unpaired neutron of r . After integration 
over angles, Eqn. 6 can be rewritten in the form 

f ) y I d r'pn(r')r' {pa(r + r') - pa(r - r')} /q d^S 0(s)s4 

( Aqr \ O-rr f OO /-OO . 

y j y I dr'pn(r')r' {pa(r - r') - pa(r' - r ) } jf d^so(s)s4 (7) 

where the second term on the right hand side can be is ignored. This is seen from the 
Taylor expansion 

Pai? ~ r') ~ Pair' - r) 

= 2(r - r')pa'(O) + \(r' - r ) V ( O ) + ... (8) 

Clearly, pd(0) must be equal to zero in order to avoid a discontinuity in the matter 
distribution. The higher powers in (r' — r), if they are non-vanishing, only contribute 
significantly to the integral when r is close to zero. Due to the centrifugal barrier these 
contributions are redundant components of the spin-orbit potential. Expanding pa(r±r') 
around r in the first term then gives 

u + i f j f L ^ M l r d s v (s)a4 (9) Uso[T) U J \ r dr + r ^ ( 2 k + l)\ drt^D j Jo dSVso[S)S " W 

Since the effective spin-orbit potential will be modified by exchange processes and 
reaction channels, we initialize the search with a model potential that disregards the 
higher order expansion terms of Eqn. 9, i. e. treating - in this respect - r as a nucleon. 
The effects of the finite extension of r , of the exchange terms and of channel coupling 
should all be absorbed by the parameters of this model spin-orbit potential as the search 
proceeds. 

The empirical a point-nucleon density [2] has a central depression, as shown in Fig. 1. 
Thus the leading term of the spin-orbit potential Eqn. 9 will change sign. The possible 
effects of this peculiarity are not explored by existing RGM calculations which are all 
based on Gaussian wave functions. It is easy to see that Gaussian wave functions simply 
yield Gaussian densities, and thus the integration of Eqn. 9 will result in a Gaussian spin-
orbit potential. On the other hand, since the change in sign of Uso(r) occurs for small r, 
one may ask if this sign change has any noticeable influence. We therefore performed two 
series of searches: one where Uso(r) was repulsive at small radii, and one where it was 
purely attractive. 

3. Fitting the data 

The first search series was initialized with a real spin-orbit potential approximately 
proportional to the leading term of Eqn. 9. This shape is displayed in Fig. 1, and was 
simulated as the sum of a repulsive Gaussian and an attractive Gaussian derivative, both 
centered at the origin. For the real part of the Wigner term we simulated the PSA 
potential of [11] by the sum of two WS wells. Although the analyzing power is generally 
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not sensitive to details of the central potential, its geometry is correlated with the spin-
orbit potential. 

At higher energies, the contribution to the differential cross section in the forward 
hemisphere from the exchange processes responsible for the Majorana term is small, see 
[7] for example. We therefore performed a preliminary search at 30 MeV without Majorana 
terms, fitting angular distributions and analyzing powers for 9 < 60°. All searches were 
performed with the code CUPID [16], which can fit angular distributions and analyzing 
powers simultaneously. We then added a complex Majorana term, without restrictions 

Table 1 
Characteristics of the potentials obtained in the first search series 

E [MeV] 

Volume integrals JV/AA [MeV- fm3] 

X2/N E [MeV] 
Wigner Majorana Spin-orbit 

X2/N E [MeV] Real Imaginary Real Imaginary (Real) X2/N 

20 -514.1 -49.94 107.8 0.575 -3.603 1.13 
22 -515.8 -58.44 109.0 1.111 -5.591 0.94 
24 -520.0 -64.43 104.7 1.407 -5.195 1.39 
26 -518.3 -74.27 104.0 1.937 -6.430 1.91 
28 -533.1 -85.05 102.2 1.876 -5.951 1.75 
30 -541.5 -95.16 95.76 1.006 -7.367 2.69 

on its strength or shape, to the potential obtained by the preliminary search. The PSA 
analysis of [18] gave resonant behaviour of the Pi/2 around 25 MeV. Since this reflects an 
exchange resonance, its effects should follow from the Majorana rather than the Wigner 
terms. Therefore, the imaginary Majorana term (see Appendix 2) was composed of both 
a Gaussian centered at r = 0, we introduced a Gaussian derivative to allow increased the 
absorption in the odd partial waves. We also added volume absorption to the Wigner term. 
The subsequent search fitted all the available data. After 15 iterations we entered a valley 
in the x2 parameter surface where the volume absorption was vanishing and the imaginary 
part of the Majorana term was peaked near the origin. The strong emissive character near 
the origin for the even waves does not lead to the unitarity condition, | 5 l j | < 1, being 
broken. We then subjected the 30 MeV search to the absolute convergence criterion of 
the code, which is 0.0001%. The fit to the 28 MeV data was initialized by the potential 
obtained at 30 MeV, and so on, down to 20 MeV. The results of this search series are 
shown in Table 1. 

Spin-orbit potentials are generally almost energy-independent, and this is not the case 
for the potentials in Table 1. To remedy this, we defined a weighted average by 

_ Eæ N{E)US0(r, E)/x2{E) 
{Uso(r))- E eN(E)/X2(E) 

where N(E) and x2{E) a r e respectively the number of data points and the x2 error of the 
fits at each energy. The x2 values must be understood in the light of unavoidable limita-
tions of the way the analyzing powers and corresponding uncertainties were obtained: the 
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analyzing powers were measured manually from the published figures, and an uncertainty 
of 0.05 was assigned to each datum. The differential cross section data, on the other hand, 
are tabulated in [19]. See Appendix 1 for more details on data extraction and potential 
parameters. 

The low x2 / N values obtained at the lower energies are somewhat illusory, since for these 
energies the analyzing powers do not define the potential closely. Due to the underlying 
non-locality, we cannot expect a completely energy-independent local equivalent spin-orbit 
potential so we let Eqn. 10 be the fixed main term in a spin-orbit potential to which we 
added a weak conventional Thomas-form potential based on the WS shape. In the next 
search series only this Thomas-term was allowed to vary, and the spin-orbit potentials so 
obtained were taken as final. Fig. 2 shows the maximum deviations from the mean value 
Eqn. 10; we consider these acceptable. 

Table 2 
Characteristics of the potentials obtained with Gaussian imaginary Majorana terms cen-
tered at r = 0. For the real central parts, the rms radii are given for the potentials acting 
on the even and odd partial waves. 

E [MeV] 

Volume integrals Jv/aA [MeV- fm3] 
•^nns [fm] 

X2/N E [MeV] 
Wigner Majorana Spin-orbit •^nns [fm] 

X2/N E [MeV] Real Imaginary Real Imaginary (Real) Even Odd X2/N 
20 -509.6 -49.12 104.4 -0.227 -4.021 2.426 3.323 1.32 
22 -515.0 -59.31 106.9 -0.017 -4.759 2.731 3.343 1.33 
24 -523.9 -67.19 106.1 1.078 -5.871 2.952 3.424 1.57 
26 -533.7 -75.70 102.3 1.047 -6.407 3.179 3.497 2.17 
28 -556.3 -92.83 103.3 2.751 -6.509 3.401 3.671 3.52 
30 -559.7 -97.49 99.50 1.820 -6.426 3.416 3.620 3.25 

To verify the general features of the potentials, we then performed three series of 
searches with the spin-orbit potentials held fixed. In the first of these, the Gaussian 
derivatives of the imaginary Majorana terms were removed. The characteristics of the 
resulting potentials are given in Table 2. The volume integrals of the real Wigner terms 
fit the quadratic form 

Jv/aA = -(557.05 - 7.38E + 0.2473£2)MeV • fm3 (11) 

except for the 28 MeV case, which sits way off the curve. Also the RMS radii of the real 
Wigner terms fit a quadratic form if the 28 MeV case is omitted. Even for the imaginary 
Wigner terms the systematics are broken by the 28 MeV potential. All this could be 
taken as indicating an exchange resonance near 28 MeV. If so, it is not to be expected 
that the phase shifts calculated from the potentials of Table 2 should predict it, because 
its effects are then incorrectly absorbed in the 28 MeV Wigner term. 

We then made two attempts to restore the systematics and relate the exchange reso-
nance to the Majorana term. One search series had the Gaussian derivative restored in 
the imaginary Majorana term. To check whether this extra imaginary Majorana term 
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Table 3 
Characteristics of the potentials obtained with Gaussian derivatives centered at r = 0 
added to the imaginary Majorana terms. The real part of the Wigner potential is allowed 
to vary in the 28 MeV search, but is held fixed for the other energies. 

E [MeV] 

Volume integrals Jv/aA [MeV- fm3] 
Rrms [fm] 

X2/N E [MeV] 
Wigner Majorana Spin-orbit Rrms [fm] 

X2/N E [MeV] Real Imaginary Real Imaginary (Real) Even Odd X2/N 
20 -509.6 -52.55 107.2 1.417 -4.021 2.392 3.335 1.13 
22 -515.0 -59.77 108.0 1.118 -4.759 2.717 3.349 1.01 
24 -523.9 -66.88 106.1 1.166 -5.871 2.956 3.421 1.61 
26 -533.7 -75.70 100.6 0.863 -6.407 3.189 3.492 2.12 
28 -548.3 -89.81 104.8 2.981 -6.509 3.334 3.637 3.46 
30 -559.7 -97.33 96.94 1.146 -6.426 3.425 3.614 3.22 

mainly compensates for an inadequate parameterization of the real Majorana term, one 
series of searches was performed with a Gaussian derivative added to the real Majorana 
term instead. With a purely real Majorana term it seams hardly possible to get adequate 
analyzing power fits with a near static spin-orbit potential. In both series of searches the 
real Wigner terms and spin-orbit potentials obtained in previously were held fixed, except 
at 28 MeV where the real part of the Wigner potential was allowed to vary. The resulting 
potential characteristics are given in Tables 3 and 4, and are referred to as Set 3 and Set 
4. 

Table 4 
Characteristics of the potentials obtained with Gaussian derivatives centered at r = 0 
added to the real Majorana terms. The real part of the Wigner potential is allowed to 
vary in the 28 MeV search, but is held fixed for the other energies. 

Volume inte grals Jv/aA [MeV- fm3] 
Wigner Majorana Spin-orbit ^rms [fm] 

E [MeV] Real Imaginary Real Imaginary (Real) Even Odd X2/N 
20 -509.6 -49.82 102.8 -0.130 -4.021 2.431 3.322 1.27 
22 -515.0 -61.08 105.2 0.000 -4.759 2.711 3.355 1.07 
24 -523.9 -65.63 108.4 0.000 -5.871 2.923 3.438 2.88 
26 -533.7 -77.70 105.6 -0.001 -6.407 3.145 3.516 3.59 
28 -525.6 -81.51 93.32 1.721 -6.509 3.143 3.540 2.95 
30 -559.7 -97.27 97.53 1.38 -6.426 3.425 3.614 3.33 

The average quality of the individual fits of these last search series are similar, but the 
systematics obtained with a Gaussian derivative added to the imaginary Majorana term 
(Set 3) are better than those with a modified real Majorana term (Set 4). In the latter 
case, the 28 MeV fit converged very slowly, so after 60 iterations, the convergence limit was 
increased from 0.0001% to 0.0003%. To agree with Eqn.(ll), the volume integral of the 
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real Wigner term would be —544.3MeV • fm3 at 28 MeV, so for this term the systematics 
of Table 3 are significantly better than for Table 2 and Table 4. In addition, only the Pi/2 

phase shifts calculated from the Set 3 potentials gave resonant behaviour in the relevant 
energy interval. Set 3 are therefore the final results of this analysis. The central terms of 
these potentials for 20 and 30 MeV are shown in Figs 3 and 4. The fits to the angular 
distributions and analyzing powers are presented in Figs 5 to 8. We are presently unable 
to explain the remaining 28 MeV anomaly showing up in Majorana term in Table 3. 

Figure 2. Spin-orbit potentials at 20 (dot-dashed line) and 30 MeV (dashed line) plotted 
together with the weighted average (solid line) of formula (10). 

To establish that the non-standard spin-orbit interaction is required, we did an inde-
pendent search series based on a single attractive WS-Thomas term, but with all other 
terms freely varied. Under the same x2 criteria, these searches converged to diffuseness 
parameters aso less than 0.1 fm, which we rejected. This unphysically small diffuseness 
is an independent indication that the r — a spin-orbit potential can be attractive only 
beyond a certain distance. This result is not dependent upon the shape of the Wigner or 
Majorana terms. The unreasonably small diffuseness entailed by the WS-Thomas form 
was noted previously in Ref. [1], so our finding can be considered the solution to a known 
problem. 

4. Results and discussion 

We have found a potential which depends on energy in a systematic way and which 
fits the angular distributions with high precision at each energy. The most obvious and 
significant characteristic of the central component is the strong Majorana term such that 
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Figure 3. Comparison of the real central potentials acting on the even (solid line) and 
odd (dot-dashed line) partial waves at 20 and 30 MeV. 

the odd-parity real potential has a much greater volume integral and rms radius than 
the even-parity component. This feature was robust against changes in the way the spin-
orbit term was parameterized. Contrary to the behaviour of nucleon optical potentials, 
and therefore contrary to the expectations of simple folding models, the magnitude of the 
volume integral of the real Wigner component increases steadily with energy. Such an 
increase over this energy range is well known for heavier target nuclei, and an explanation 
has been put forward by Perkin et al [17]. The Pauli principle probably plays a major 
role as the nuclei overlap at low energies. The present case is interesting since the effect 
is less obscured by absorption than it is for heavier target nuclei. 

The analyzing power fits shown in Figs. 7 and 8 lack the perfection of the differential 
cross section fits of Figs. 5 and 6, but these too are good considering the restriction to 
simplified radial forms and limited energy dependence. Fitting the data to higher preci-
sion would probably lead to wavy potentials. These would constitute an L-independent 
representation of the L-dependence (distinct from parity dependence) resulting from the 
coupling to reaction channels. For these light systems, fewer new channels open for each 
partial wave, as the energy increases, than for heavy systems, losing the averaging effect of 
vast numbers of channels. Such L-dependence is likely to be very complex and the inexact 
fits seen in Figs. 7 and 8 are probably not simply a failure of the spin-orbit potentials 
shown in Fig. 2. They reflect the underlying L-dependence and non-locality of the true 
effective one-body potential. The potentials we present are a compromise between the 
precision of fit and the smoothness of both radial form and energy dependence. The next 
step into full L-dependence or model independent fitting would not be supported by the 
quality of the analyzing power data: what is hard to fit with the present parameterization 
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r[fm] ijfm] 

Figure 4. Comparison of the imaginary central potentials acting on the even (solid line) 
and odd (dot-dashed line) partial waves at 20 and 30 MeV. 

would become all-too-easy to fit, with profound ambiguity problems. 
To read Table 3, recall the expression for the rms radius of a potential 

J T Ujrydr 
/0°° U(r)r2dr { ' 

Since the Majorana term repels even partial waves, one can readily deduce from Eqn 12 
that 

Ro ~ r e ~
 2 l2W

 ( ^m _ Rw) • ( 1 3 ) JW JM 
Here O, E, W and M denote odd, even, Wigner and Majorana, respectively. The R s and 
J 's are the rms radii and volume integrals of the different potential terms. From Table 3 
one can see that the real part of the Majorana term contracts with increasing energy in 
accordance with the even/odd central potentials shown in Fig. 3 for 20 and 30 MeV. 

The Majorana term arises mainly from core-exchange [11]. In the method of coupled 
reaction channels (CRC) this exchange term can be treated explicitly as so-called elastic 
transfer of a neutron between the two r cores. We have tried this approach, with the 
Wigner potentials found here as optical potentials in both channels. The results were 
discouraging. In a previous attempt by Roos et al. [9], at higher energies, it was found 
that the data could not be reproduced by this procedure unless the (t\q>) spectroscopic 
factor was reduced from 2.0 to 1.32. 

There are various possible explanations for this shared negative experience. One is that 
the local Wigner potential is an inappropriate 'bare' potential for the CRC calculation. 
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Figure 5. Optical model fits to elastic scattering at 20 and 22 MeV. Data taken from [19]. 
See Appendix 1 for error bars. 

It already contains a representation of exchange processes but the CRC method is not 
developed to treat exchange in a consistent way, and there are no exchange modifications 
of the effective interactions in the truncated model space. In addition, we note that the 
effect of non-locality on the wave functions (Perey effect) could be particularly severe in 
a case such as this where the region of small nuclear separation plays an important role. 
Existing CRC codes cannot use non-local potentials, and the Perey damping factor can be 
introduced only to first order (DWBA) in the iterative solution of the coupled equations. 
For the strongly coupled core-exchange channel the necessary full CRC calculation is thus 
likely to suffer a contamination of the relative wave function at small radii, consistent 
with the required reduction of the (r|o;) spectroscopic factor in the work of Roos et al. 

Fig. 4 shows the even/odd dependence of the imaginary part of the central interaction. 
The search series was initialized with an imaginary Majorana term of the form suggested 
in 1974 by Koepke et al. [8] who fitted elastic scattering data from 1.7 to 44.5 MeV c.m. 
energy. At that time, parity dependence was treated as an even/odd renormalization of 
the potential with both odd and even parity terms having the same radial form, Eqn. 1. 
This was assumed for both real and imaginary parts, with the real component proportional 
to the direct part of the RGM potential. It was later found that this recipe is in conflict 
with the local equivalent of the exchange kernel [6]. The imaginary Majorana terms of 
Koepke et al. are surface terms in contrast to the even/odd dependence in Fig. 4. It 
can also be seen from this figure that the Majorana term has opposite signs at 20 and 30 
MeV. This sign shift occurs together with the transition in shape of the analyzing power 
between 26 and 28 MeV, shown in Fig. 8. We have no clear understanding of this; it 
does seem that analyzing powers have a useful sensitivity to non-localities. The detailed 
shape of a potential at the nuclear centre is always hard to determine and what we have 
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established is a general effect rather than a precise shape, unlike the different radial shapes 
of the real potentials in the surface. At particular energies, alternative potentials with 
the same general character, though less strongly peaked, could be found. See Appendix 
2 for a general discussion of parity dependent imaginary potentials. 

Figs. 9 and 10 show the real phase shifts calculated from the potentials of Table 3 
as a function of c.m. energy. The S-wave phase shifts follow the energy dependence 
of the potentials. In the P-wave case there is an important difference from the phase 
shifts obtained by Lui et al. [18]. In their work the cross sections and analyzing powers 
where reproduced by PSA initialized by phase shifts predicted by an unpublished RGM 
calculation performed by Y. C. Tang and R. D. Furber. This led to resonant behaviour in 
the P\/2 phase shift at ~15.1 MeV c.m. energy. This corresponds to a broad l/2~ level 
in 7Be at ~16.7 MeV, the r + a separation energy being 1.587 MeV. This result was also 
confirmed by their one-level P-matrix fit. The P-wave phase shifts of Fig 9 suggest, on 
the other hand, a 1/2" level in 7Be at ~13.6 MeV, a difference of 3 MeV. The RGM phase 
shifts used as initial values in the PSA analysis of Lui et al. did not show any resonance 
behaviour in that energy region, and gave poor analyzing powers. We find it difficult to 
confront their results with the phase shifts of the present work in a conclusive manner. 

In general the spin-orbit splitting of the P-wave phase shifts of [18] is larger than in Fig. 
9, except near the resonance at 12 MeV. The splitting of the D- and F wave phase shifts 
are much smaller in [18] than in Fig. 9. This shows that the spin-orbit potential that 
would result from an inversion of the phase-shifts of [18] would be significantly different 
from those shown in Fig. 2. The small splitting in the D- and F wave phase shifts in [18] 
reveals a spin-orbit potential of much shorter range. The main effect of this potential is to 
split the P-wave. In Fig. 9 we see how the sign shift of the spin-orbit potential prevents 
splitting of the P-wave except at the lowest energy studied. At higher energies there is 
substantial penetration through the centrifugal barrier to the region of the repulsive part 
of the spin-orbit potential. The net effect of the spin-orbit potential on the phase shift 
is then close to zero. The interesting consequence of this is that the position of the sign 
shift affects the. localization of the 1/2" level of 7Be. 

It is possible to move the 1/2" resonance to a higher energy, and thus get closer to 
the result of [18], by making the Wigner potentials wider[??]. However, doing this gave 
resonant behaviour in both P-waves unless the the strength of the spin-obit potential 
was increased significantly, with a consequent exaggeration of the analyzing powers at 
the lower energies. With a near constant spin-orbit potential it therefore appears difficult 
to obtain an isolated Px/2 exchange resonance at an energy significantly different from 
~ 13.6 MeV. 
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Appendix 1: Data extraction and fitting considerations 
Cross section data: The differential cross section data with errors are tabulated in 

Ref. [19]. These authors distinguished two classes of error: In addition to the statistical 
errors at each angle (±3%), there was an overall 3% uncertainty in the absolute cross 
section. The errors used in the fit and for the goodness-of-fit measure, were compounded 
from these errors. 

Analyzing power data: These data were read off the plots in the article of Lui et 
al., Ref. [18]. This reference does not give the error at each angle but states that it was 
less than ±0.05 except for some points near 100 where the errors were about ±0.10. 
We assigned an error of ±0.05 to all points, the default value of the search code. 

Parameterization of Wigner potentials: The real part of the Wigner term was 
modelled as a sum of two Woods-Saxon (WS) potentials (6 parameters). The imaginary 
surface term was a WS derivative (3 parameters). Preliminary searches suggested that 
the Wigner potentials had no substantial volume absorption, so none was included in the 
search. 

Parameterization of Majorana potentials: Best fits were obtained with real Ma-
jorana terms of WS shape (3 parameters). In all preliminary searches, the imaginary 
terms were concentrated near the nuclear centre, and had little influence on the differ-
ential cross sections. Only the analyzing powers were sensitive to these terms, and the 
concentration at small radii was independent of the shape of the real part. (This is in ac-
cordance with the interpretation of the imaginary Majorana term as a consequence of the 
non-local nature of the absorptive potential; the solutions of the local and non-local wave 
equations differ most strongly near the nuclear centre.) We chose to make the search for 
this poorly known imaginary term rather flexible, although concentrated to small radii, 
with a Gaussian and a Gaussian derivative centered at the origin (4 parameters). 

Parameterization of Spin-orbit potentials: We kept the spin-orbit potential real 
in order to reduce the number of parameters. The initial shapes simulated the derivative 
of the a density by means of a Gaussian and a Gaussian derivative centered at the origin 
(4 parameters). 

Summing up, the total number of parameters is 21. 

Appendix 2: Interpreting the L-dependent imaginary potentials 
The surprising potentials in Figure 4 deserve comment. In the first place, it must be 

acknowledged that it is very hard to determine the detailed shape of potentials at the 
nuclear center, especially the detailed shape of the relatively small imaginary term. The 
detailed shape may well be, in some measure, an artifact of the parameterization, while 
the general properties are required for an adequate fit. 

A nuclear potential V(r) which represents no ^-dependence or non-locality effects must 
have zero derivative at the origin in order that the potential in three dimensions, ^ ( r ) , 
has no cusp at the origin. However, the presence of reactions, exchange effects etc. nullify 
the argument that a nucleus-nucleus interaction must be represented by a local potential 
t^(r) with zero derivatives at r = 0. 

There is little doubt that parity-dependent imaginary potentials can arise from the 
influence of parity-dependent real terms, as the first two examples below make clear. As 
the third example demonstrates, the fact that all nuclear local potentials represent some 
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'true' non-local potential influences the nature of the imaginary local term. Therefore, 
when the real term is parity dependent, this must induce parity-dependence in the local 
imaginary potential. This appears to occur in a variety of different ways which are not yet 
fully understood. The fact that real and imaginary potentials are related by dispersion 
relations also implies a linkage. 

1. n + 3H, cf. Ref [20], Section 4.2. A small local, L-independent, imaginary potential 
was included in an RGM calculation [21] in order to represent omitted channels and 
fit the data. Inversion of the subsequent S-matrix led to a highly parity-dependent 
imaginary potential in which the odd-parity potential was much less absorptive 
than the even-parity potential. In fact, the even-parity potentials (plural, since 
there is channel-spin dependence) show a considerably enhanced absorption toward 
the nuclear centre. The difference between odd and even parity imaginary potentials 
has the same sign as the difference we find for 3He + 4He for cases below 26 MeV. 

2. n +6Li, cf. Ref [20], Section 5, based on the S'-matrix of Studeba et al [22]. Again, 
parity independent (but channel-spin dependent), local imaginary potentials were 
included in RGM calculations in order to improve the fit to the elastic scattering 
data. When the S u were inverted, the imaginary potentials were highly parity 
dependent. In particular, the even-parity imaginary potential for channel-spin S = 
3/2 had a considerable emissive feature for r < 2 fm. 

3. In Ref. [23], Slj from Perey-Buck non-local potentials were inverted. In calculations 
involving a non-local real potential plus a local imaginary potential (Section 3.2), 
it turns out that when the S'-matrix is inverted to yield a complex local potential, 
the imaginary component is some 15% shallower than the original local imaginary 
potential included with the non-local potential. This reflects a Perey effect in which 
the non-locality of the real potential modifies the magnitude of the wave-function 
within the nucleus. 

4. The t-a potential found in Ref [11], Section 4, by inverting a RGM S'-matrix ele-
ments, has an imaginary term exhibiting a high degree of parity dependence. 

All local potentials in nuclear physics are, of course, local equivalent to highly non-local 
potentials. The consequences of this have never been fully explored, but the third point 
above suggests a way in which the real and imaginary terms can interact: In general, when 
S'-matrices from a potential V, consisting of a non-local real part and a local imaginary 
part, are inverted, the imaginary part of the resulting local potential is not the same as 
the imaginary part of V. 
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Figure 6. Optical model fits to elastic scattering at 24 to 30 MeV. See caption to Fig. 5. 
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Figure 7. Optical model fits to analyzing powers at 20 and 22 MeV. Data taken from [18]. 
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Figure 8. Optical model fits to analyzing powers at 24 to 30 MeV. Notice the transition 
in shape between 30 and 60°. See caption to Fig. 7. 
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Figure 9. Calculated real phase shifts for L = 0 — 3 as functions of center of mass energy. 
The circles and squares are the values calculated from the potentials of Table 3 and the 
solid and dot-dashed lines are interpolations. 
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Figure 10. Same as Fig. 9 for L = 5 and 6. 
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In this work the contributions from exchange and sequential transfer to the p(6He, a)t 
cross section are calculated together with the direct term in the method of coupled re-
action channels (CRC). The strong coupling between the 5He + d and the a + t channel 
largely explains the shortcomings of previous first and second order DWBA analyzes of 
the p(6He,5He)e£ data. As a result of the rather low energy, E/A=25 MeV, we find the 
reaction mechanisms very complicated, and the modest amount of data do not allow firm 
structure conclusions to be drawn from the calculations. 

I. Introduction 

In a previous paper [1] we did a preliminary investigation of the role of sequential 
neutron transfer through the 5He + d channel in the p(eHe,a)t reaction at E/A = 25 
MeV in terms of second order DWBA. This exercise was motivated by the fact that our 
conventional DWBA calculations including exchange failed to reproduce the data. This 
in contrast to the 6Li(p, r)a reaction at the same energy, where this kind of calculation 
was quite successful. The relative smoothness of the 6Li(p, r ) a angular distribution was 
achieved by adding a JD-component in the t ® r overlap of 6Li which was not included in 
previous DWBA analyzes [2,3] of this reaction. 

Since 6Li is known to have a well-developed d®a structure, and the binding energy of 
the deuteron is larger than the d + a separation energy of 6Li, it appear plausible that 
sequential nucleon transfer should be more significant for p(6He,a)t than for 6Li(p, r)a. 
Taking this into account through second order DWBA did indeed improve the agreement 
with the p(6He, a)t data. However, we later found that the couplings to the 5He + d 
channel are sufficiently strong to make second order DWBA inadequate. Therefore we 
focus on full CRC calculations in the present work. 

Another possible reason why first order DWBA works better for 6 Li (p , r )a than for 
p(6He, a)t is the difference in Q-values, 4.018 and 7.507 MeV, respectively. The absorptive 
nature of both entrance channels suggests a high degree of L-space localization as a result 
of suppression by phase averaging [4] of the contribution from the poorly reflected low 
partial waves. Thus a consequent surface focusing of the net contribution to the direct two-
nucleon transfer mode should be expected. However, the higher Q-value of the p(6He, a)t 
reaction allows the grazing partial waves to explore smaller radii in the t + a channel. 
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For this reason, and in lack of t + a elastic scattering data, a separate investigation [5] of 
the t — a optical potential was carried out after the preliminary reaction analysis of [1]. 
This was regarded as necessary in order to reach a conclusion about the adequacy of the 
two-channel approach, where the t — a optical potential is the most decisive input of the 
calculations. 

In sec. 2 and 3 the different reaction models are discussed together with the optical 
potentials. These are the matters of largest uncertainty. Therefore, of the quantities 
related to structure, only the t®t spectroscopic amplitude of 6He is varied significantly 
in the course of the calculations. The reasons for this are that this amplitude has a large 
impact on the back-angle distribution in the calculated triton transfer process p(6He, t)a if 
the depth of the exit channel optical potential exceeds a certain value, and there is a large 
discrepancy between the values predicted for this amplitude by the translation invariant 
shell model [6] (TISM) calculation and the result of a recent three-body calculation by 
Aray, Suzuki and Lovas [7]. The remaining spectroscopic amplitudes and sub-cluster 
interactions made explicit in sec. 4 are less influent. 

2. Two-channel approach to p(6He, a)t (p(6He, t)a) 

Nucleon induced transfer reactions are ideal in the sense that - at least in principle 
- antisymmetrization between projectile and target can be treated exactly within the 
frames of the standard CRC theory. This is possible because for this class of reactions 
also the exchange contribution to the transfer amplitude takes the form of a direct cou-
pling of the kind the CRC method is developed to treat. This simplicity prevails as 
long as the two-channel approach is sufficient, and was exploited by Werby et al. [2] in 
analysis of 6Li(p,r)o; data. Therefore we will do a few new two-channel calculations of 
the p(6He, a)t (p(6He,t)o;) reaction before introducing the complications arising from an-
tisymmetrization in a larger model space. The main difference between these calculations 
and the DWBA analysis of [1] is that the important exit channel optical potentials used 
in this work are presumably more appropriate. 

2.1. Antisymmetric two-channel calculations 
Although the back-couplings are weak, CRC is now used instead of DWBA for the 

systematics. In the center of mass frame we do not make a point out of the fact that 6He 
is not available as target. We write the formulas with the lightest collision partner to the 
left. The two-channel direct and exchange amplitudes in computable POST forms are 
then 

^ t o ; p 6 t f e ( k t a , k p S t f e ) ( l ) 

= {Xda feta)®n®n®p\Vnna + Vpa ~ Uta\On(^nl^aU^6^e(]ip6ffe)) 

and 

Tux-p&He (ktQ:, kp6ffe) (2) 

= -(xtti-ktJOStolVu + Vpt - WQi|Ot>We(kp6He)) 

where 0 ' m i m p and are three-body overlaps, calculated by the hyperharmonical 
expansion method [8], and Oz

x(S) are conventionally [9-12] normalized two-body overlaps. 
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Vnna is a three-body interaction between the transfered neutrons and the a-core of 6He 
and Vpa is the p — a core-core potential of the direct halo-transfer process. In the exchange 
amplitude T^ 6He, Vu is the interaction between the transfered and the residual triton in 
the exit channel and Vpt is the p — t core-core interaction. In this work we don't attempt to 
separate the full effective interactions into local core-core and transfer interactions. Since 
the terms of the effective interactions arising, from truncation are non-separable, such 
attempts give additional and hardly controllable freedom in the models. We represent the 
effective sub-cluster interactions with models of the averaged "bare" nuclear interactions, 
and assign eventual deviations between calculated and experimental cross sections mainly 
to insufficiency of the chosen model space of the calculation. If the important channels 
are included, the non-separable terms of the effective interactions should be of secondary 
importance. 

The distorted waves Xto^ and Xat* a r e generated by U ta and Uat which are formally 
non-identical1. Since the existing CRC codes cannot operate non-local potentials, the 
latter can be exploited to minimize the problems related to construction of local t — a 
potentials reproducing the whole angular distribution. The waves and are 
respectively the entrance channel solutions of the CRC equations for the direct and the 
exchange processes, and should be asymptotically identical. 

The two-channel CRC equations to be solved for the direct process are 

(EpGHe — Tp6He — UpGHe)(kp6We) (3) 
= {®n®n®a\Vnnp V p a 

+ {Tp&He + Up6 He ~ Ep6He) (^i!®n®a\^n®n®pUt^ p6He)) 

and 

(Eta-Tta-Uta)\u^\kpeHe)) (4) 
= (®n®n®p\Vnna + Vpa — Mta\On®n®aUpGHe0S-P6He)) 

+ (T t a + Uta — Ela) (Of
n(dn^p 1 0 ^ n ^ J a l l ^ e ( k p f i H e ) ) 

where u ^ is the CRC solution for the direct exit channel. The coupled equations de-
scribing the exchange process are 

(Ep6He — Tp6He — Up6He)\Vp6He(]<.p6He)) (5) 

= {oZt\Vpt + Vpt - UpeHe\0^pv£\kpeHe)) 

— (Tp6He + Up6He — Ep6He t®pvat OVffe)) 
and 

{ E a t - T a t - U a t ) \ v ^ \ k p , H e ) ) (6) 

(0?®p\Vpt + Vu - Uat\06
t^piUK^e)) 

16He {+) ( 
t®t p6He \ + (Tat + Uat ~ Eat)(0°\0Ztv%e(kpSHe)) 

1 In t h e two-channe l a p p r o a c h , t h e o p e r a t o r p r o j e c t i n g on t h e p + 6 H e a n d t h e t + a channe l will b e 
d i f ferent f r o m t h e o p e r a t o r p r o j e c t i n g on t h e p + 6 H e a n d t h e a + t channel . T h e effect ive i n t e r ac t i ons 
will t he r e fo re b e di f ferent in t h e two separate ca lcula t ions . 
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where v i s the solution for the exchange exit channel. The same p— 6He optical potential 
is used in both calculations. The two amplitudes are calculated separately and stored on 
files by FRESCO [13]. An external program is then used to calculate the differential cross 
section. The exchange option in FRESCO which operates at each step in the iterative 
solution of the coupled equations is not appropriate here, because then the direct and 
exchange channels would be members of the same model space, and the opportunity of 
using different distorting potentials Uta and Uat would be lost by consistency requirements. 

2.2. The t — a optical potential problem 
Since the two separate CRC solutions and v^P are obtained by truncation of the full 

scattering state before antisymmetrization between projectile and target is performed, the 
effective interactions used in the calculations should for consistency be free of incorporated 
exchange effects. For this reason the r — a optical potential that is used in lack of t + a 
elastic data is obtained by a parity dependent fit in order to single out the exchange 
contributions responsible for the Majorana term in the local equivalent 

UTa(r) = Uw(r) + ( - 1 )LUM(r) + Uso(r)LaT (7) 

where W and M denotes Wigner and Majorana, respectively. Studies of the exchange 
kernel of resonating group (RGM) calculations [14-16] suggest that the Majorana term in 
the r — a optical potential originates mainly from three-nucleon exchange. One-nucleon 
exchange contributions are presumably incorporated in the Wigner potential, as in the 
folding model, and two-nucleon exchange is considered as relatively unlikely. This distri-
bution of exchange effects between the terms of the r — a optical potential is supported 
by phase shift inversion [17], 

The fit to the elastic differential cross section at 28 MeV center of mass energy shown 
in Fig. 1 is initialized by the parameters obtained at Ecm = 17.1 MeV in [5]. The code 
used is CUPID [18], which allows searching on parity dependent potentials. The Wigner 
potential to be used in the two-channel CRC calculations is the average of the real and 
imaginary even/odd potentials of Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. The non-standard r — a spin-orbit 
potential shown in Fig. 4 incorporates the influence of central depression of the empirical 
[19] a density. 

Apart from ambiguities and eventual differences between the t — a and r — a phe-
nomenological potentials, the remaining problem for the CRC calculations of p(6He, a) 
and p(6He, t)a is the one-nucleon exchange effects presumably incorporated in the Wigner 
potential. According to current theory much of this excessive real strength stems from 
one-nucleon exchange. Since the local equivalent of the RGM exchange kernel contains 
undetermined polynomials in E and r [14-16], there is presently no unambiguous method 
available for throwing out these contributions. The double Slater-approximation [20] is 
apparently to crude for these light nuclei. Therefore we try two different representations 
of the real central part of the of the optical potentials for the CRC calculations - the 
extracted Wigner potential and the direct RGM potential. For simplicity we take the 
potential giving best fit to r + a elastic scattering in the early RGM calculation of Tang 
et, al. [21]. This potential is compared to the real part of the Wigner potential in Fig. 5. 
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Figure 1. Optical model fit (solid line) to the differential r + a elastic cross section at 28 
MeV center of mass energy. Data (points) taken from [22]. The dot-dashed line shows 
the scattering from the Wigner and spin-orbit potentials. 

2.3. Results of the p(6He, a)t (p(6He, t)a) two-channel calculations 
The imaginary part of the r — a Wigner potential is probably insufficient to quench the 

excessive distortion arising from one-nucleon exchange. Therefore it is not to be expected 
that it will reproduce the back-angle data when applied in both the p(6He, a)t and the 
p(6He,t)a; calculation. This is not either the case for the calculated differential cross 
section compared to data in Fig 6. In the surface region the exchange effects are weaker, 
so the deviations from the forward angle data is presumably of a different origin. 

The overall disagreement between the calculated and the experimental differential cross 
section could not be reduced by varying the remaining input within reasonable limits. The 
spectroscopic amplitude = —0.755 used in the triton-triton overlap O i s the 
value predicted by a three-body calculation of Aray and Suzuki and Lovas [7]. With the 
TISM value of —1.333 [23] the result gets even worse. There is no spectroscopic lesson to 
be learned from the CRC calculation so far, instead the suspicion about contamination of 
the relative wave function at small radii in the exchange channel is nourished. The two 
sets of p— 6He optical potential parameters of Table 1 were obtained by initializing the fit 
shown in Fig. 7 with the global (E,A) nucleon-nucleus potential of [24] with and without 
the spin-orbit potential. Notice the relatively small diffuseness of the real volume terms. 
In sec. 3 this is seen to result from the strong coupling to the d -f 5He channel. The 
entrance/exit channel ratios of potential strengths and reduced masses give the p — 6He 
potential a minor role in the (6He, a)t (p(6He, t)a) calculation. The found independence of 
the p — a core-core potential in the p(6He, a)t calculation reflects the surface- localization 
of the direct two-neutron removal process. To a large extent, this reduces the sensitivity 
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Figure 2. The real central potentials acting on the even (solid line) and odd (dot-dashed) 
partial waves of the r — a motion. 

to the three-body overlap models. 

Table 1 
Woods-Saxon parameters of two p — 6He optical potentials obtained by identical fits to 
elastic data [25] at E /A= 25 MeV. 

Volume (Real) Volume (Imaginary) Surface (Imaginary) Spin-orbit (Real) 
Vv rv av wv CLW ws rs as Vao Tso &SO 

[MeV] [fm] [fm] [MeV] [fm] [fm] [MeV] [fm] [fm] [MeV] [fm] [fm] 
I 41.3 1.12 0.589 3.55 1.57 0.989 2.12 1.56 0.914 2.77 0.76 0.677 
II 37.9 1.18 0.577 4.21 1.85 0.966 0.93 1.63 0.959 

Next, we try the RGM potential in both the direct and the exchange exit channel. In 
contrast to the calculation with the Wigner potential, the the forward angle data are 
now under-predicted. This results from the larger surface strength of the direct RGM 
potential, as shown in Fig. 5. 

Finally, we try a calculation with the Wigner potential used in the direct exit channel 
and the RGM potential in the exchange channel, motivated by the failures of the two 
previous attempts. From the result shown in Fig. 9 it is understood that the importance 
of the exchange process is determined by the depth of the applied t — a in the two-
channel approach. The various shortcomings of the calculations in this section suggest a 
calculation in a larger model space based on a t — a optical potential which real part is 
something intermediate of the Wigner and the RGM potential. 
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Figure 3. The imaginary central potentials acting on the even (solid line) and odd (dot-
dashed) partial waves of the r — a motion. 

3. Four-channel approach 

3.1. Approximate antisymmetrization 
The strong dependence on the t—a potential in the two-channel calculations means that 

the model space should be optimized with respect to minimization of non-locality effects, 
since these cannot be properly accounted for beyond DWBA. The strong Majorana term 
in the r — a potential, which is recognized to arise from neutron oscillation between the r-
cores, suggests that it will be very difficult to account for the influence of the corresponding 
proton oscillation between the Scores in a local t — a optical potential giving an overall 
good approximation to the relative wave function. Since it is now necessary to base the 
calculation on a model of the "bare" t — a potential, represented by the direct RGM 
potential used in the last section, proton oscillation between the t-cores will be included 
in the extended model space. 

It is problematic to include this extra process in the separate direct CRC calculations 
because both a-protons can be transfered with equal probability and the two resulting 
channels are connected by one-nucleon-exchange, which is a non-direct coupling. The 
coupling scheme for the direct CRC calculations including three-nucleon exchange and 
omitting one-nucleon exchange will not be interpretable in terms of any real physical 
process. On the other hand, the n — d separation energy of t is larger than the p — d 
separation energy of r and the n — r separation energy of a is larger than the p — t 
separation energy. From this it follows that one-nucleon-exchange between t and a is 
less likely than between r and a, and that proton oscillation between the t-cores is more 
important than neutron oscillation between the r-cores. 

The calculation of this section is however a FRESCO simulation of CRC calculation 
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Figure 4. The non-standard r — a spin-orbit potential incorporating central depression 
of the a-nucleus. 

in a fully antisymmetric model space. The exchange option in FRESCO then performs 
antisymmetrization at each stage of the iterative solution of the coupled equations. The 
restriction is that exchange of less nucleons than those contained in one of the clusters 
cannot be executed explicitly, so also in this calculation one-nucleon-exchange between 
t and a must be omitted. The advantage, compared to a direct CRC calculation only 
including three-nucleon exchange, is that the omission of one-nucleon exchange appears as 
an identifiable approximation to the exact antisymmetric CRC equations, which actually 
exist. With the underlying assumption that proton oscillation between the direct and 
exchange t + a channels is the most influent exchange coupling, this approximation may 
not be too bad. Besides, due to the large p+t separation energy, the t—t core-core potential 
is poorly determined. The dominant contribution to the one-nucleon exchange process 
will, in the crude zero-range interaction approximation, be similar to the contribution 
from the core-core interaction to the three-nucleon exchange. Thus, with the simple t — t 
potentials that actually can be used in the calculations, it is not possible to tell whether 
one-nucleon exchange is partly accounted for or not. Finally, by performing approximate 
antisymmetrization during the calculation, accumulation of Pauli-blocked contributions 
to the final solutions is partly prevented. 

Fig. 10 shows the coupling scheme of this calculation. The triton transfer from 6He 
turned out to play a modest role in the two-channel calculations where the exit channel 
potential was not too deep. For this reason all transfer processes where the transfered 
cluster is heavier than the cores are omitted in this calculation. This choice rules out the 
p -1- 6He and d + 5He exchange channels from the model space. Exchange contributions 
to the remaining couplings shown in Fig. 10 cannot be calculated explicitly and are not 
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Figure 5. Comparison of the real parts of the t — a optical potentials used in the two 
different two-channel calculations which results are shown in Figs. 6 and 8. 

attempted included in the results shown in Figs. 

3.2. The d + 5He channel 
The forward angle failure of the two-channel calculations suggests inclusion of the se-

quential neutron transfer process 

p + 6He(n <g) 5He) —> d(n <g> p) + 5He(n ® a) —> t(n <g> d) + a (8) 

Consistency of the approximate antisymmetric CRC calculation then requires inclusion 
of the sequential triton transfer process 

p + 6He(n <g> 5He) —> d(n ® p) + 5He(d <g> t) —> a{d ® d) + t (9) 

too. Although the error bars of the p(6He,5He)d data [25] are large 30%), these data 
are very important for analysis of the p(6He, a)t (p(6He, t)a) interference problem, where 
the effects of various contributions to the two processes are highly non-linear. Without 
the p(6He,5 He)d data, the uncertainties connected with the d — 5He optical potential 
would give to much freedom in the modeling of the sequential transfer contributions. 

A plausible explanation for the shortcomings of our preliminary [1] second order DWBA 
calculation of the sequential neutron transfer as well as the first order DWBA calculation 
of p(6He,5 He)d in [3] is the inadequacy of the applied local equivalent d — 5He optical 
potentials to incorporate the four-body effects on the relative motion in this channel. 
Compared to a first order p+ 6He —> d+ 5He DWBA calculation, a full CRC calculation 
according to the scheme of Fig. 10 explicitly accounts for part of the four-body problem by 
activating the n — a internal internal motion of 5He. The influence of low-lying deuteron 
break-up channels, on the other hand, is attempted incorporated in the d — 5He optical 
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Figure 6. The two-channel CRC calculations of the direct (halo-transfer) and exchange 
(triton transfer) contributions to the differential p(6He, a)t cross section at 151 MeV 6He 
energy. The combined result (solid line) of the direct (dot-dashed line) and the exchange 
calculation (dashed line) is compared with data (circles) taken from [25]. 

potential according to the adiabatic prescription of Johnson and Soper [26]. These authors 
found that the deuteron break-up effects on A(d,p)B stripping reactions could be well 
accounted for in zero-range DWBA by using the potential 

rr , , fdrnp{unA(rdA + lrnp) + UpA(rdA-±rnp)}Vnp(rnp)&p(rnp) 
UdA{rdA) = f dr V (r )ed (r ) (10) 

J u , 1np 'np\' npj^npV np) 

to generate the distorted wave in the d +A channel. Here UnA and UpA are the individual 
optical potentials for the neutron and the proton of the deuteron at half the deuteron 
bombarding energy. The D-state of the deuteron is ignored, and Vnp and are the 
binding potential and the ground state S'-wave function of the deuteron. The adiabatic 
approximation leading to (10) is to ignore the difference in relative kinetic energy between 
the low-lying deuteron break-up channels and the d + A channel where the deuteron is 
in its ground state. A subsequent study of Rawitscher [27] showed this approximation to 
be good when the neutron is transfered to an orbit with a I = ±1 difference in orbital 
angular momentum, as in p(6He,5 He)o?. 

However, since the optical potentials UnzHe and UpsHe must be guessed, the Pandora's 
box of potential parameters is still open. Some guidance to the model potential is given 
in [28] where it was found that the real part of the adiabatic potential (10) is typically 
wider, but less deep and less diffuse, than the sum of the neutron and proton potentials 
folded over the deuteron density, and that the surface absorption is pushed somewhat 
inward. It is however limited how small the diffuseness parameter of this potential can 
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% 

Figure 7. Optical model fit (solid line) to the differential 6He + p elastic cross section 
(circles) at 151 MeV 6He energy. Data taken from [25]. 

be, with regard to the n(p) effective interactions with the residual 5He. The Woods-Saxon 
(WS) parameters used in the calculation compared to the p(6He,5He)(i data in Fig. 11 
are given in Table 2. The surface absorption is peaked inside the real well, according to 
the prescription of [28]. Fig. 11 also shows the impact of the calculated 

d + 5He(n <g> a)—> t(n <g> d) + a (11) 

and 

d+5Re(d®t)—>a(d®d)+t (12) 

couplings, which largely explains the shortcoming of the first and second order DWBA 
calculations of [3] and [1], 

Table 2 
Woods-Saxon parameters for the d— 5He optical potential applied in the CRC calculations. 

Volume (Real) Surface (Imaginary) 
Vv rv av W. rs as 

[MeV] [fm] [fm] [MeV] [fm] [fm] 
95.0 1.90 0.65 1.15 1.85 0.75 

Contributions from continuous 5He core excitation during the p+ 6He —> d+ 5He pro-
cess is not considered carefully. None CRC codes can treat such sub-processes explicitly. 
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Figure 8. Same as Fig. 6 but with a direct RGM potential used for the real part of 
the t — a optical potential and the TISM value (-1.333) used for the t <g> t spectroscopic 
amplitude of 6He. 

The p — 5He core-core interaction used has the same geometry as the binding potential 
of the well-depth (WD) calculation of the %He overlap in sec. 4. 

The persistent back-angle peak in the calculated p(6He, 5He)d differential cross section 
seen in Figure 11 is a first order (DWBA) focus of McCarthy type [29-31]; the entrance 
channel distorted wave is focused in the forward direction 9 — 0° and the ingoing exit 
channel distorted wave has a focus at 180° — 9cm where 9cm is the scattering angle. There-
fore the foci overlap if 9cm = 180°. Since the focus effects tend to be sensitive to the radial 
location of the interaction kernel [29,31], more back-angle data would be informative. 

Since the p — 6He optical potential is found to be insignificant for the exit channel 
results, we have not spent much computing time on its renormalization as more channels 
are brought into the model space. We did however find it necessary to increase the 
relatively small diffuseness of the real part obtained by the elastic scattering fit, which 
appears to result from the strong coupling to the d + 5He channel. Due to the modest 
amount of data is has not been possible to relate this to the resulting L-dependence in 
the p — 6He potential predicted by Mackintosh and Kobos [32] Fig. 12 compares the 
CRC p + 6He differential cross sections obtained with and without an increase in the real 
diffuseness of potential I of Table 1. The increased real diffuseness is set equal to the 
diffuseness of the imaginary volume term. 

3.3. Final adjustment of the t — a interaction 
There is a strong correlation between the applied d — 5He and t — a optical potentials 

and the calculated p(6He, t)a (p(6He, a)t) differential cross section. Therefore we have 
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Figure 9. Total values of the differential cross sections calculated with the Wigner poten-
tial in the direct channel and the RGM potential in the exchange channel. The solid line 
shows the result obtained with the TISM value used for the t<g>t spectroscopic amplitude. 
The dash-dotted line shows the result obtained with the value of Aray, Suzuki and Lovas. 

aimed at a CRC calculation reproducing simultaneously the data in both channels. Since 
the optical potentials are found to be more decisive for the results than nuclear models, 
we have not subjected the CRC calculation to a x2 fit, which can be done with the 
latest version of FRESCO, but tried to construct physically reasonable optical potentials 
for both channels. Due to the rather low energy, also the imaginary parts have large 
influence on the differential cross section shape. 

Re-normalization of the shape of the imaginary part of the Wigner potential obtained 
by fitting elastic r + a data is therefore not attempted, since much of the lost flux is 
assumed to enter the p + 6Li channels [21], and the CRC calculation does not include 
the corresponding n + 6Li channels stealing flux from the t + a channel. Since the n + d 
separation energy of t is larger than the p + d separation energy of t, and the model space 
is extended, we have reduced the strength of the imaginary potential by 20%. 

The excluded n(p) + 6Li will also affect the surface of the real t(r) — a potential, and 
this is probably reflected in the difference between the direct RGM potential and the real 
part of the Wigner potential compared in Fig. 5. Since the Wigner potential appears to 
be too deep at small radii, the real part of our final t — a potential is therefore the RGM 
potential of Fig. 8 with a repulsive WS derivative with parameters V = —10, r0 = 1.2 and 
a = 0.9 to reduce the surface attraction. Together with an overall reduction of 10% in 
potential strength, justified by the central depressions of r and a and not accounted for in 
RGM2, this gives a fair reproduction of the p(6He, a)t (p(6He, t)a) data, as shown in Fig. 

2 I n the R G M calculations, Gauss ian single-particle wave funct ions are used in order to simplify permu-
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d+ 5He 

6 i r p + He t+ a 

a+ t 

Figure 10. Scheme of the couplings included in the four-channel CRC calculation of sec. 
3. The symbols joining the lines denote the transfered clusters. 

13. The same figure also shows the complexity of the p(6He, a)t (p(6He, t)a)) interference 
problem, where the sequential triton transfer process plays a larger role than expected. 

4. Nuclear overlaps and sub-cluster interactions 

The three-body overlaps of triton and 6He are calculated in the hyperharmonical expan-
sion, and stored on the input files together with the integrated three-body interactions. 
The two-body bound state overlaps Oz

x% are calculated in the well-depth (WD) method 
and Table 3 contains the TISM values of the spectroscopic amplitudes. Except for the t®t 
overlap of 6He, where the value of Aray and Suzuki (-0.7555) is used, these are identical 
to the values used in the CRC calculations of sec. 2 and 3. 

Due to a difference in coupling conventions, the TISM amplitudes must be multiplied 
by the factor 

when used in calculations with FRESCO. 
Besides, only the non-exchange couplings between the p + 6He and the d 4- 5He are 

calculated, but the d+ 5He channel is coupled to both the t + a and the a + t channel. It 
is therefore necessary to keep track of the nucleons occupying the involved sub-clusters. 
If the two-neutron removal proceeds by the transfers 

Pi + 6He(nin2n3n4pip2) —• tfo-nipi) + a(n3n4pip2), (14) 

Pi + 6He(nin2n3n4pip2 —> d(nipi) + 5He(n2n3n4p!p2) —> t(n2nip{) + a(n3n4pip2) (15) 
t a t ion of nucleons between the clusters. 

(jmIyMy\IzMz) 
(IyMyjm\IzMz) 

(13) 
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Figure 11. Comparison between the CRC result (solid line) and data [25] for the 
p(6He, 5He)d reaction. The dashed line shows the result of omitting the couplings to 
both the direct and exchange t + a channels. The dot-dashed line shows the result of 
omitting the coupling to the exchange t + a channel only. 

and their coherent contributions, the triton transfer processes with the correct relative 
permutation of the nucleons are 

Pi + 6He(nin2n3n4pip2) —» a>(n2nip2pi) + t{n3n4p3), (16) 

Pi + 6He(nin2n3n4pip2 —» d{nxpi) + 5H<z(n2n3n4pip2) —> a(n2nip2pi) + t(n3n4p3) (17) 

and their coherent contributions. It is seen that a minimal rearrangement coupling be-
tween the common intermediate channel and the triton transfer channel requires an odd 
number of permutations of the nucleons within the clusters. Therefore the sign must be 
changed for one of the spectroscopic amplitudes, for example A2dxSl/2, appearing in the 
interaction and non-orthogonality kernels connecting the two channels. 

The deuteron is bound in a Gaussian well 

Un p(r) = - F e - W * ) 2 (18) 

with V = 72.7 MeV and R = 1.48 fm. The remaining WD calculations of the two-body 
overlaps are performed with the WS geometries given in Table 4, which also gives potential 
depths reproducing the binding energies for the bound state overlaps. The 0.894 MeV 
n<S>a 5He ground state resonance is calculated in the discretized continuum method with 
the given n — a potential and 340 bins in the 0.05 — 1.7 MeV interval. The n — a potential 
of Table 4 is the same as used for the n(p) — a motion in in a coordinate space Fadeev 
calculation [35] of 6Li. 
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Figure 12. Comparison of the CRC results for the p+6He channel obtained with the optical 
potential set II of Table 1 with (solid line) and without (dot-dashed line) renormalization. 

To limit the number of parameters, the binding potentials are also used as transfer 
interactions between the relevant sub-clusters. The WD result for radial overlap function 
®tt2s1/2 is compared to the three-body result of [7] in Fig. 14. 

Table 5 contains the core-core interactions used. The t — t potential of Table 5, which 
is the real part of a r — r optical potential fitted to elastic data at 33 MeV r energy [33], 
gave better results than that used in the WD calculation of the t <g> t overlap of Fig. 14. 
The d — a potential is taken as the double of the p — a potential, which is set equal to the 
n — a potential of Table 4. The d — t binding potential is used as core-core interaction in 
the sequential triton transfer calculation. The calculations are entirely insensitive to the 
p — t binding and core-core interactions, which are both set equal to the p — t interaction 
used in [2]. 

5. Summary and conclusions 

In this work we have tried to reproduce the existing p+ 6He transfer data with realistic 
models of the reaction mechanisms and the applied optical potentials, since these aspects 
are those of largest influence and uncertainty. 

From the persistent failures of the two-channel approaches to the p(6He, a)t (p(6He, a)t) 
reaction of this and previous works [1,3,34], and the apparently strong couplings to the 
d+ 5He channel, we conclude that the sequential two-neutron removal process contributes 
significantly to the p(6He, a)t reaction. The role of the intermediate d + 5He channel in 
the p(6He, t)a reaction is more uncertain, since the triton transfer explores smaller radii 
in the t + a channel, where our description is more heuristic. The back-angle disasters 
appearing in DWBA calculations of p(6He, a)t (p(6He, a)t), on the other hand, appear 
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Figure 13. Comparison between the CRC result (solid line) and data for the 
p(6He, a)t (p(6He, t)a) reaction. The dashed line shows the result of omitting both se-
quential neutron transfer and sequential triton transfer through the <i + 5He channel. The 
dot-dashed line shows the result of omitting sequential triton transfer only. 

to be artificial problems resulting from exchange effects incorporated in the deep t — a 
optical potentials obtained by fitting elastic r + a data. 

Since the results depend more strongly on the optical potentials and the coupling 
schemes than the nuclear models, extensive data sets are needed if thep(6He, a)t (p(6He, a)t) 
and p(6He, 5He)d reactions shall serve as spectroscopic tools. 
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Figure 14. Comparison between the normalized | radial overlap functions obtained 
by the WD method and the three-body calculation of [7]. 
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Table 4 
WS parameters for the binding potentials used in the WD calculations of the two-body 
overlaps which spectroscopic amplitudes are given in Table 3. The radius r0 is multiplied 
with A1/3, where A is number of nucleons in the core. 

Transfered Orbital Well depth Radius Diffuseness 
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n 5 He 6He 1 A / 2 57.4 1.25 0.65 
t t 6 He 2S1/2 40.4 1.28 0.71 
n a 5 He IP3 /2 43.0 1.26 0.70 
d t 5 He lPi 90.1 1.28 0.71 

IP2 » 

P t a l'S'l/2 61.0 1.39 0.40 
d d a lSi 63.2 1.59 0.60 
n d t l'S'l/2 39.5 1.59 0.60 

35. J. M. Bang, J. J. Benayoun, C. Gignoux and I. J. Thompson, Nucl. Phys. A405 
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Table 5 
WS parameters for the core-core potentials used in the CRC calculations. r0 is multiplied 
by A1/3, where A is the number of nucleons in the heaviest of the cores. 

V r0 a 

Interaction [MeV] [fm] [fm] 

Vpa 43.0 1.26 0.70 
vda 86 1.26 0.70 
Vpt 61.0 1.39 0.40 
Vtt 59.6 1.49 0.52 
Vdt 90.1 1.28 0.71 



Appendix 1: 
The Gell-Mann-Goldberger transformation 

and the distorted waves series 
From the distorted wave equation 

(.E-Ha~Ta-Ua)\<S>aX
{
a

+)(ka)) (1) 

and the equation for the total scattering state 

(E - Ha — Ta - Ua)\¥a
+\ka)) = (Va - tfa)l*L+)(k«)> (2) 

it follows that 

which by iteration gives 
= ( l + E _ H + i e <y° - U a ) ) l*«X«+ )0O>- (4) 

Inserted into the scattering matrix of section 2.1.1, 

Tpa(kp,ka) = (kp,<S>p\Vp\¥a
+\ka)), (5) 

this gives 

Tpa(kp,ka) = (kp, $p\Vp-Va + t / a | $ a x L + ) ( k « ) ) (6) 

+ (k^^l ( 1 + veE_1
H + i £ ) (Va-Ua)\<S>ax{+Hka)) 

where the first term is equal to zero for ft ^ a in the on-shell applications of standard 
reaction theory. This is seen as follows 

(kp, <i>p\V0 -Va + Ua\$aX
{
a

+)(K)) (7) 
= (kp, <f>p\H-Hp-Tp-H + Ha + Ta + Ua |$QxL+)(ka)> 

Zfip Zfla 

Thus we can write 

(kp,<S>p\Vp - Va + UQ\<S>aX
{
Q

+)(ka)) = (k'p,<S>p\Ua\<S>aX
{
a
+)(ka))5pa (8) 

where the apostrophe is to distinguish the momentum of the elastically scattered wave 
from the incident momentum kQ. From the discussions in chapter 2 it is understood 
that this is usually the term of interest in the standard description of elastic scattering. 
Therefore the remaining derivation is restricted to the case where ft / a. 

In the second term of (6), it is seen from (2.8) that 

+
 + H ^ M l , (9) 



i.e. the adjoint of the ingoing total scattering state, satisfying the boundary coi 
tions corresponding to p as entrance channel. This state can be iterated on ingc 
distorted waves to get an expression analogous to (4). This gives 

7>q( kø ,k a ) = ( x {
p - \ k ^ \ V a - U a \ ^ a x L + ) ( K ) ) ( 

+ (x
{p\kp)$p\(Vp - Up)E_lI + i e ^ - Ua)\t>aX

{
a
+)(ka)). 

The on-shell property gives POST - PRIOR equivalence of the first term, 

( x ^ k / O W - ua|$axi+)(ka)> = ( x ^ M t p l V f , ~ Up\<f>aX^(ka)). I 

This allows the rewriting 

Tpa(kp,ka) = (x^M^KVp - Up) ( l + E _ h + ie(Va - Ua)^j $ a x i + ) ( k o 

= {x{p\kp)<$>p\Vp-Up\¥+\ka)) ( 

where the last line, obtained by insertion of (4), is the result of the Gell-Ma 
Goldberger transformation for /3 ^ a. For elastic scattering, the left hand sid< 
(8) must be added, and an apostrophe must be attached to the momentum of 
scattered wave. [2]. 

By the operator identity 

i = 5 + < 

we can also rewrite (10) as a distorted waves series 

TpQ(kp,ka) = (x^(k^)^|Fa-[/a|$QxL+)(ka)) ( 

+ (xPMQM ~ U v ) E - H a
l - T a + l s { y a ~ 

+ (x^(k fi)mv,-u,)E_Ha
1_Ta + ie{va-ua) 

X ^ ,.{Va-Ua)\$axi+](K)) 
J b — H a - i a + i £ 

+ . . . ( 

Another important expression is the two-potential formula for elastic scatter) 
In the optical model, the influence of all open channels, except the entrance chan: 
is incorporated in the optical potential, so that the elastic scattering amplitud 
given by (8). In this one-channel expression the channel index is redundant, so 
can write the elastic scattering amplitude as 

T(k',k) = (k'|[/ |x ( + )(k)) ( 

where 

{E-T-U) | x { + ) ( k ) ) = 0 . ( 

ii 



It is often of interest to study the scattering from different components of U, for 
example the Coulomb and nuclear parts, and how their contributions interfere in the 
differential cross section. For this purpose the two-potential formula is useful. 

Expressing 

U = U0 + At/, (18) 

where 

( E - T - U 0 ) \ x { 0 + ) m (19) 

the relations given previously in this appendix give 

|X(+)(k)> = ( l + _ _ 1 _ _ A [ / ) |Xo+)(k)> (20) 

and the resulting two-potential formula 

T(k' ,k) = (k'|[/ |xj+)(k)) (21) 

= (k'|C/0 + AC/|xJ+)(k)) 

+ ( ^ ( k O I A C / l x ^ k ) ) 

- <k'|A[/|xS+)(k)> 

= (k'|t/0|xS+)(k)) 

+ ( x ^ H k W I x ^ k ) ) . 

iii 



Appendix 2: 
Projection operator for two non-orthogonal channels 
A formal expression for the projection operator P, satisfying 

= < $ a | t f ) == ( 

and 

(<MP|*> = <<M*> = M ( 

where a and (3 are two arbitrary self-adjoint non-orthogonal channels, is obtained 
a generalization of the derivation of Mittleman (see reference in [60]), who found 
operator projecting on the two exchange copies e~ + and 1H + e~. In (22) and ( 
the references to the boundary conditions for the full scattering state are omiti 
since the projection operator does not depend on them. 

As in section 2.1.2, the relation between the exact states of relative motion, 
and and the CRC solutions in the two-channel model space, |u a ) and |up), 
given by 

|£a) = I«a) + Kap\up) ( 

and 

I ip) = \up) + Kpa\ua) ( 

where 

KaP = (<S>a\$p) ( 

and 

Kpa = ($p\$a) ( 

are non-orthogonality kernels, i.e. integral operators, operating on the CRC soluti 
|up) and |ua). Since these are self-adjoint, 

Kpa = Kip ( 

they can be expanded as [61] 

K a 0 = - ^ ( 
A 

and 

\upx){u„x\ 

A 

where {A}, {|«„a)} and {'(/^a)} are respectively the eigenvalues and orthonornial eig 
states of the equations 

|uaA) + XKnp\upx) = 0 ( 

I V 



and 

\u0x) + \K0a\uaX) = O. (32) 

The expansions (29) and (30) hold even though the sets {Iu^a)} and {u^ )} are not 
necessarily complete. From Kai$ and K0a we can construct the kernels 

Kaa = Ka0K0a = ^ ^ (33) 

and 

= = <34) 
A 

Since these kernels are hermitian their eigenvalues {A2}, and thus {A}, are real. 
Inserting (25) in (24) and vise versa yields 

' Ka0\i0) = (I - Kaa)\ua) (35) 

and 

\&)-K0a\ta) = (l-K00)\u0). (36) 

Left-projecting (u^ l and (u0\ | respectively on (35) and (36) gives, by application of 
the explicit expressions for the kernels, the two equations 

1 A2 — 1 
{Uaxl^a) + j(Uf}\\&) = x 2 (Ua\\ua) (37) 

and 

1 A2 - 1 
{u0\\£,0) + j{ua\\Za) = —^~{uo\ \u 0 ) (38) 

which allow elimination of the inner products (u a \ \u a ) and (u0X\u0) in the kernel 
operations of (24) and (25), except for A = ±1. For these particular eigenvalues, the 
equations for the eigenstates, (31) and (32), both give 

\u0,±\) = =F|«q,±i>- (39) 

The inner product 

= (u0,±i\K0a\uat±i) = T l (40) 

implies that 

|<V^,±l) = ' (41) 

which together with (39) gives the results 

| < V v ± i ) = ±i) (42) 

v 



and 

\ $ a U p , ± l ) = | ± l ) 

leading to the conclusion that 

K,± i ) = K,±i ) = Ofor /3 ^ a. 

Now |ua) and |up) can be eliminated from 

P| t f) = \^ a u a ) + \^pu0) 
= \$a£a) ~ \®*)Kaf}\up) 
+ - \$fi)K(,a\uaj 

by inserting (37) and (38). This gives 

P | t f ) = + l ^ ) 

+ E 
A 

+ E 
A 

+ E 

A2 - 1 
A 

A2 — 1 
A 

^gUax)(uax\^a) 
A2 - 1 A 

^ A2 — 1 
A 

By the requirements (22), (23) and 

P 2 = P, 

the projection operator 

\$aUax)\(Uf,x$f}\ + E A2 - 1 
A 

^ A2 - 1 
A 

^ A2 - 1 
A 

\$pUpx)(U(}\$l3\ 
^ A2 - 1 

A 

is identified in (46). 

VI 
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